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CHANGES.
By the time members read this a number of changes will have taken place. Doubtless the
weather will be somewhat different than it has been during the Summer months, the bands
will have changed to Winter conditions, the cost of living will, perhaps, have risen (!) and,
who knows, perhaps some well-known amateur retailer will offer 101ZD's, 830's or 901's at a
special "retirement" price of £100 each!!!. Whatever happens, one thing is certain - we will
be losing Ray, G3EKL, as General Secretary. Without doubt his replacement will continue
the good work and to him I say -Welcome, and to Ray, on behalf of myself and all members,
I must say "Thank You". Having had the job of "Gen. Sec." for a while I can vouch for the
large amount of time and work necessary for this "appointment". Ray, of course, always
found this energy and time, plus a little bit extra to ensure that "Mercury" was produced,
sorted, enveloped, addressed and posted.
Whatever changes take place, it is certain, that with continued support from you, the
members, there will be few changes in the services offered by HQ RSARS. Please bear with
us during the hand over/take over.
With Ray's help this edition (if all goes well) should reach you as a "bumper" edition.
Thanks to all those who contributed. Have a real good Christmas and a happy and healthy
1982 to you all.

73
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YESTERYEAR.

G3DVL/1628.
(The following was sent to the editor by Frank G3DVL
who received it from a friend who saw it in a
Newsletter, etc. etc. Two QSLs are reproduced here, the
first is from none other than RSARS 1628 but dated
1948. The other is from a long-forgotten prefix - D5
which, although headed "France" was not necessarily in
France. The OWL reports that this letter comes from a
RSARS member of long standing. Perhaps some further
details of these early post-war TA Camps may be
forthcoming! - Ed.)
"I enclose some confirmations of w/t contact cards known in the ham world as QSL cards. These date from
the first SAS/ Artists Camp at Okehampton (Tavistock?)
in 1948. I joined the Artists in September 1947 and was
made the Signals Officer. By Camp time we numbered
five, myself, Lt. Chris Lamb, Sgt. Aronson and Cpls.
Player and McCarthy. Chris Lamb did not attend Camp
in fact he must have withered on the vine. However, we
four went to Camp with a 3-ton load of 62 Sets, 22 Sets
and other unsuitable equipment dreamed up by someone in W.O. Fortunately, in that Camp no-one,
well, almost no-one, wanted communication - I think the exception was Major Gallagher. So there we
were with three tons of electronic harps, sheet music (signal pads) and no audience.
Fortunately, I had scrounged a B-2 suitcase set and with that we operated an amateur station with the
call-sign (mine)..…/P. The /P indicating that I was away from my station address. Highly illegal to
allow someone else to operate but in the circumstances it kept us busy whilst the others crashed
around in their Jeeps and Rovers.
Well, we corresponded with other amateurs all over Europe and a few responded with QSL cards.
By 1950, when the Signal Squadron was formed, we had an SQMS - Jock Warren, never to be
forgotten, a 53 Set in a lorry and 16 Mk. III Sets which I had scrounged. That was the year when the
Squadron was allowed one week on its own and two-man parties drove off in all directions, stopping
some 50 miles radius to make contact, purchase a postcard, have it franked at the nearest police
station and posted back to Llanbedl. Two operators hitched a lift in a goods wagon and went by rail to
Inverness. It was a good demo of the use of low power transmitters to communicate over several
hundred miles - everyone came up on schedule.

DONATIONS
The Society gratefully acknowledges receipt of generous donations from the following:
DA1PR, DJØSS, G3ABM, G3IFF, G3LIT, G3VIS, G3YYD, G4BZP, G4KFN, G5YN, G8NY,
VK2NLE, the inevitable "ANON" and from non-member G3ORC between 1st June and 30
September 1981. Your kind thoughts are much appreciated.
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WHO WAS WHO IN 1925?.
G3FTH/1717.

(John sent along a copy of a "Call Book" issued somewhere around 1925 by "The Wireless World and
Radio Review". The following is a summary of some of the more interesting points. - Ed.).
The "Directory" gives details of 361 call-signs - 329 2's, 26 5's, 4 French and 2 "Specials". The
listing shows Call letters, Power in Watts, System of Transmission and Name and Address. The
average power used appears to have been 10 Watts, but 2AJ, 2FC, 2LJ, 2SX and 2XC (note that there
were no "G" prefixes) used 5 Watts, 2DX used 10 and 50 Watts, 2OJ 25 Watts, 2AW and 2JZ 100
Watts, 2JD and 2JF 10 and 250 Watts, 2FL 50 and 100 Watts, 2FZ 10 Watts and 1 Kilowatt, and 2MT
1 Kilowatt. 6 stations - 2KN, 2OI, 2UJ, 2UK, 2VP and 2WB - were all listed as "Artificial Aerial".
On looking through the list several well-known call-signs become apparent. 2MT ("Two Emma
Toc") was listed as: 2MT - 1000 Watts - Spark, CW and Telephony - Marconi Scientific Instrument
Company, (Near Chelmsford. Station specially licensed for authorised transmission to amateurs),
2NM - No power stated - CW and Telephony - G. Marcuse, Coombe Dingle, Queen's Park, Caterham,
Surrey (Phone 107), 2OP - 10 Watts - Spark, Tonic Train, CW and Telephony - G. Courtenay-Price,
Cheltenham. (Later GW2OP. now Silent Key, and the presenter of the RSARS GW2OP Trophy), but
perhaps the best known call-sign is 2DX (now G2DX7RSARS 0893) - 10 and 50 Watts - CW and
Telephony - W.K. Alford, "Rosedene", Camberley, Surrey.
Some call-signs have obviously been re-issued. G2TA (now R. Ray/RSARS 0372) was then held by
H. Andrews, 8 North Grove, Highgate, London N6, but 2UV is listed as - 10 Watts - Tonic Train. CW
and Telephony - W. Corsham, 104 Harlesden Gardens, London, NW10 who turns out to be none other
than our own "Uncle Vic", G2UV/RSARS 0330!.
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WHO WAS WHO IN 1925? - Contd.
A number of call-signs were held by Companies, as follows:
2AA - Radio Communications Company (Slough Experimental Station).
2AK - R.M. Radio Ltd., Townslead Mills, Worcester.
2FQ - Burndept Ltd., Experimental Station, Blackheath.
2KD - Denison Brothers, Experimental Station, Wainhouse Tower, Halifax.
2KK - Hutchinson and Co. (F. Pinkerton), 101 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill, London, SE23. (Coincidentally, G2KK now ZL1AXM/RSARS 0530 now lives, at Forrest Hill, Auckland, N.Z.).
2KQ - Taylor-Relief Motor Company Ltd., Cleveland Street, Wolverhampton.
2MF - Marconi Scientific Instrument Company Ltd., 21-25 St. Anne's Court, Dean Street, London,
W1.
2MO - Burndept Ltd., Experimental Station Chiswick.
2MT - Marconi Scientific Instrument Company, Chelmsford.
2QQ - Burndept Ltd., Wembley.
2RT - North Eastern Instrument Company, Low Fell, Gateshead.
2RU - North Eastern Instrument Company, Near Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
2WQ - Experimental (Artificial Aerial) station for Electrical Disposals Syndicate.
2ZC - General Radio Company and The Cox-Cavendish Electrical Company.
5AT) - Dubilier Condenser Company, Shepherds Bush.
5AU)
The Services were represented by: 2AB - Captain H. de A. Donisthorpe, 2NN - Brigadier-General
Palmer. 2ON - Major H.C. Parker, 2OY - Captain E.J. Hobbs, 2PL - Major L.N. Stephens RA and
2XL - Captain Edward Davis, together with 2OZ - Worcester Cadet Signal Company. Junior
Technical School, Worcester.
The Church were also well represented by: 2FW, 2GA, 2GV and 2XA all shown as "Reverend".
Three unusual calls were 5AA, held by "The Leicester Mercury" newspaper, BXH held by Captain
C.H. Bailey of Crickhowell, Abergavenny and KCLX, held by Professor Wilson of University of
London, King's College.
One interesting point is that separate call-signs were required for "Portable" operation, and these
usually followed the base station call. i.e. 2CO and 2CP, 2JP and 2JQ, 2HG and 2HH, 2NV and 2NW,
etc.
Four final calls listed are all French starting with 8AB, the now famous Leon DeLoy of Nice (do
YOU know why he is famous???) and including 8AD, 8AE and 8AH (No "F" prefixes). Apparently
8AE also held the callsign TSFM.
The final information given tells us that "additions to the list will be published from time to time in
the Wireless World and Radio Review" and that "all the information was compiled from particulars
provided by the licensees themselves".
Altogether an interesting document and it is pleasing to see respected names on the above list of
amateurs - real old Timers - who are still with us after 56 years,

P-1954. AGAIN.
We looked at the message form. It read "VKBJV ETPPDBFC AUTJXFV KTZU WUIS
WUFBFCPTQ (.) WBXFUVV BV AXPOBFC XFHXTPQ TV T EXXO (.) B UYJUES PTQBX
NUVVTCU SX BFQBETSU SKU VKBJV QUVSBFTSBXF (.). "Straight substitution" he mused
"and code G' = "J". code 'L' = "Q", code 'M' = "U" and code 'R' = "Z" and the message mentions
something about LIONESS. I'll crack it after Lunch". So saying he grabbed his sandwiches and his
"Beano" and headed for the park.
Can you crack it for him before he gets back? Ans to Ed pse.
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RECOLLECTION OF A LEAVE PASS.
VK2APM/1729.
(Reprinted, as requested, from 'Jimmy' the journal of the VK/ZL Chapter of R.S.A.R.S. Do you have a
story similar to George's??? - Ed.).
I first became aware of the existence of the R.S.A.R.S. when I
received a card from G3NOF (Don) some time ago, but did not
know of an Australian Chapter until my old mate VK2DDW
(Ellis) told me about it and it was his prompting that caused me
to seek membership.
While scratching around in search of evidence to support my
application I unearthed a small folder which revealed itself as a
Permanent Leave Pass issued to me while on attachment to No.
2 Company, Royal Corps of Signals at Sarafand in 1941.
It is incredible the dormant memories which became stirred by
this small piece of cardboard. What is more to the point - what
was an Australian doing in service with Royal Signals? My Unit
at that time was No. 4 Wireless Section of the 1st Australian
Corps Signals and this was the first Australian formation to
become involved in wireless interception. On arrival in the
Middle East, we were as green as grass, having had no exposure
to this sort of work, so immediate liaison was set up with Royal Signals Units with knowledge of such
things.
After Greece and Crete, the Section set up shop at Souk-el-Gharb, near Aley in the Lebanon, with a
line of Communications to No. 2 Wireless Company, Royal Corps of Signals. As the military
situation was static at this time, interchange of personnel between the two Units was arranged, and as
a result of this I was sent to Sarafand on attachment for Direction Finding training.
The Leave Pass (as above) was issued to me on arrival at Sarafand and became a treasured
possession because of the freedom of action it allowed.
My first excursion into Tel Aviv, however, was not without a rather dramatic overtone, for I was
"lumbered" by Australian M.P.'s!. I'd had a meal and a couple of beers at a beachside cafe and was
just setting out to see the sights when an Australian paddy wagon screamed to a halt. Two M.P.'s
hurled me into it and in no time I was looking out from behind bars. The only answer I got from my
plea of "What the hells going on?" was "Shut up; you'll find out in the morning".
Early next morning I was "paraded" to an M.P. Lieutenant, who, after the usual pleasantries of
Number, Rank, Name had been extracted, intoned the dreaded words "Charged with conduct to the
prejudice of good order and military discipline in that you were found to be in Tel Aviv at 1000 hours
on such and such a date contrary to G.O.'s which state that Tel Aviv is out of bounds to all Australian
Army personnel after 0800 hours daily". "How do you plead?".
"Not Guilty, Sir, I have a leave pass". "I don't give a stuff what you've got", said the Lieutenant "You
can sort that out when you get back to your Unit where a formal charge will be laid". Shortly
afterwards I was delivered to the gates of No. 2 Wireless Company where, because of the high level
of security the M.P.s were forbidden entry, and an argument started between the M.P.'s and the Guard.
Fortuitously, the C.O., Major Winterbottom, happened to be passing the gates on his morning
constitutional and he sauntered over to see what all the fuss was about. His reply to the M.P.'s
demands that I be charged was music to my ears. From memory it was something like this: "It is no
concern of mine what limits are placed on visits to Tel Aviv by the Australian Army. This man
(pointing to me) is under my command and as such is entitled to the same leave and privileges that I
extend to all personnel in this Unit. Kindly convey this information to your superiors, now please
leave".
"And you" (pointing to me again) "Hurry up, or you'll be late for breakfast".
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RECOLLECTION OF A LEAVE PASS.
These words must have had a salutary effect, as, although the M.P.s accosted me on many occasions
thereafter, production of that Leave Pass allowed me to proceed on my way.....
I got to know Tel Aviv very well in the months that followed, and, being a bit of a music buff,
enjoyed going to the concerts given by the Palestine Symphony Orchestra. As I got to know the
people I was invited into private homes, which was a welcome change from the humdrum of Army
Life.
Perhaps I have triggered responsive chords with some of the lads who were stationed in Sarafand in
'41, and can recall some of those halcyon days.

SYDNEY EDGAR JANES, G2FWA/RSARS 0869 died on May 1st 1981 at the age of 59, He
was well-known to many amateurs at home and overseas both on the air and as an
author of articles on Amateur Radio which he had been writing since 1940, G2FWA
worked at Government Communications Headquarters where, at the time of his death,
he was an Executive Officer. He was also a Founder Member of the GCHQ Amateur
Radio Club. During WW II he was one of the Voluntary Interceptors who did sterling
work in monitoring various frequencies on behalf of the Government. During later
years he worked in close liaison with Wing Commander F. Butler who is well-known in
the field of radio communications. The Society has lost a very young Old Timer who
was a true Radio Amateur. We offer our sincere condolences to family and friends of
G2FWA.
EDGAR M. WAGNER, G3BID/RSARS 0381. The sudden death of G3BID on 13th July 1981
came as a surprise to his many amateur radio friends. It is understood that he was
working with a close friend on the installation of a new mobile rig the day before his
death. G3BID served in Royal Signals during WW II and, after various UK postings sailed
for North Africa "the long way round" via South Africa. He served for a while at the
Signal School at Maadi and then became Signal Officer with The Honourable Artillery
Company with whom he served throughout North Africa, Sicily and Italy. He remained
an Honoury Member of the H.A.C. until his death. G3BID, with a nucleus of other radio
amateurs, was instrumental in getting /Mobile privileges in the UK, a privilege in which
he retained an interest until the last. He operated /M in many overseas countries
including The Gambia, France, Germany, Belgium and during his many visits to
Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Always interested in /M DX he won the A.R.M.S.
"Maurice Margolis" Award several times. He also held, and used, the call-sign G2XI
which had been held by his late brother. To his family and many friends we offer our
deepest sympathies.
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A 10 WATT LINEAR AMPLIFIER FOR THE HF BANDS.
G3BBD/1194.
(In an accompanying letter John writes: "During the course of several QSOs with Ray, G3EKL, whilst
motoring up and down the A1, I have discussed with him the small 40 Metre CW/SSB rig I have built
that uses a broadband PA unit incorporating VMOS Power FET devices to give 10w RMS. I do quite
a lot of constructional work and whilst I am not qualified technically (a dentist by profession) I both
have and have access to a reasonable amount of test equipment and professional advice. If you would
like something else for "Mercury" please let me know.......
Thanks for the kind offer, John, and we would be most pleased to take you up on it. All types of
articles, particularly technical ones, are always required for "Mercury" and perhaps we can encourage
other members to "have a go" now that you have started the ball rolling with a most interesting writeup - Ed.).
Whilst the majority of amateurs rely today on commercial equipment there is still a small band of
"home-brewers" who are keen to make some or all of the station equipment. Encouraged by technical
articles and designs it is still possible to get on the air with the minimum of cost. The excellent range
of Plessey SL600 communication ICs available and the G3ZVC and G4CLF transceiver boards being
examples of proven designs using advanced circuitry.
One problem confronting the home constructor is the development of reasonable power output from
the transmit circuits, whilst there are many suitable bipolar transistors available their very low
working impedances and tendency to thermal runaway and total destruction does not lend them to
experimentation and many amateurs still resort to valves for this part of the equipment.
It was therefore with great interest that the author noted that the recently available VMOS Power
FET devices could be used as linear RF amplifiers. Interest was further aroused when it was found
that the VN66 device costs under £1 and RF could be produced in small amounts at 20p per Watt
(around 35 cents US at the mid-September r.o.e. - Ed.).
The design described uses two of these devices in push-pull and has an output of 10 Watts RMS.
With the associated driver stages it can be driven from a low power exciter with an output of a few
milliwatts such as that obtained from the MD108 mixer on the Plessey design boards.
The circuit comprises a FET Class A Amplifier (Q1) which amplifies the exciter output and acts as a
buffer between the exciter and the driver stage. An FET is used providing minimal loading of the
exciter output circuits. The source components comprise a tuned circuit with low impedance feed to
the driver stage. This is the only tuned circuit used in the design and, if multi-band operation is
required, this can be incorporated in the band-switching circuitry.
The driver stage uses an NPN 2N4427 transistor (Q2) in Class AB. The Base voltage is held
constant by the zener diode (ZD1) and the divider chain R4, R5. R7 and C7 prevent the 2N4427 going
into parasitic oscillation. T1 is a broadband ferrite transformer and the output is taken to the PA
through miniature 50 Ohms co-ax.
The final amplifier comprises an input broadband transformer which feeds the gates of the
VN66AFs (Q3, Q4) in push-pull through damping resistors R9, R10. Bias is obtained from the zener
diode regulator circuit ZD2, R12 and the potentiometer VR1, allows setting of the correct bias point.
The sources are connected to the push-pull broadband output transformer and the low impedance
output is taken via a low pass filter, appropriate to the frequency in use, to the antenna tuning unit.
Construction is in two units which enables the -"stage at a time" technique to be used and each unit
is mounted in small aluminium boxes 3-1/4" X 2-1/4" X 1". Double sided PCB is used in
construction, the upper side being used as the earth plane. Heat sinking of the VN66 devices is
required although with a 24 Volts supply they do not get appreciably hot; increasing the supply to 30
Volts results in only a small increase in power output but the devices run much hotter and increased
heat dissipation is required. One VN66 is mounted in an inverted position (See Fig 3) to allow
symmetrical positioning of components. The Source leads are cut off, connection to the broadband
transformer being made at the mounting tabs which must be insulated with mica washers from the
heat sink.
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A 10 WATT LINEAR AMPLIFIER FOR THE HF BANDS - Contd.
Adjustment and operation are simple. Drive from the exciter is applied to the driver board and T1
peaked for maximum output measured on a RF Voltmeter or Oscilloscope. The bias control on the PA
stage is set to give a Gate voltage of 1∙75 Volts without any drive to the stage and this should result in
a standing Source current of approximately 60 mA. With drive applied the Source current will rise
and, with a 52 Ohms dummy load connected to the output, will be approximately 1∙25 A. The dummy
load can be replaced by a low pass filter, antenna tuning unit and antenna, and the PA loaded as
required.
Component List.
R1 47R
C1 ∙01 µfd disc ceramic
C13
∙1 µfd disc ceramic
R2 100R
C2 ∙01 µfd disc ceramic
C14
∙1 µfd disc ceramic
R3 100R
C3 100 pfd
C15 50 µfd Tantalum
R4 1K
C4 ∙1 µfd disc ceramic
R5 3K3
C5 ∙01 µfd disc ceramic
R6 180R
C6 ∙01 µfd disc ceramic
R7 6K8
C7 ∙01 µfd disc ceramic
R8 220R
C8 ∙1 µfd disc ceramic
R9 56R
C9 ∙01 µfd disc ceramic
R10
56R
C10 50 µfd Tantalum
R11 3K3
C11 ∙01µfd disc ceramic
R12 3K9
C12 ∙1 µfd disc ceramic
VR1
2K Pre-set Pot.
ZD1
9V Zener Diode
ZD2 11V Zener Diode
RFC 1 mH
Q1 2N3819
Q2 2N4427
Q3 VN66AF
Q4 VN66AF
T1 Primary and C3 for the frequency in use.
T2 Primary 8 turns 34 SWG Enam. on 2 hole ferrite bead. Secondary 1 turn over primary.
(Electrovalue A0007X001 or similar or two small beads mounted side by side).
T3 Primary 1 turn. Secondary 14 turns CT. 34 SWG Enam. (Electrovalue A0037X001 or
Amidon T50-2 core or similar.
T4 Primary 8 turns CT, 24 - 26 SWG thin plastic coated. Secondary 1T wound over primary.
Wound on two 2-hole ferrite beads end to end. (Electrovalue A0004X001 or similar).
Alternately the core can be built up with large hole ferrite beads on thin-walled brass tube to
form the equivalent type of 2 hole core, the brass inserts being joined at one end for the
primary centre-tap and used as part of the winding.
(Circuits over page.).

DID YOU KNOW.....???.
The first recorded bayonet charge by American forces in Europe in WW II was made by a Unit of
Japanese-descendent Americans.
The first recorded use of barbed wire as a defensive "weapon" was at Drewry's Bluff in the American
Civil War.
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THE PAST - THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE.
ELIANE - XYL G3DAV.
An XYL's_Story.
(It is always a pleasure to hear from the ladies and particularly. in this case, from a RAFARS-type
lady. The story came via Russell G4KEM/ RSARS 1482. As a preamble G4KEM writes' -The
following story, written by the XYL of G3DAV (RAFARS) refers to the "Ack" Section, 2nd Division
Signals whose 8 W/T No. 11 Sets Detachment cars and 4 "Gin" Palaces (9 Sets) were all named after
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the Gin Palaces being named after the popular Disney animals,
"Goofy" etc. These cars were parked near Eliane's house. The rest is her story, but the Section under
SSM "Knocker" Knight and Sgt. "Dicky" Brett moved to Orchies until May 9th 1940 when the
detachments were sent to their various battle units, G4KEM going to the 2nd Manchesters Machine
Gun Battalion. I understand that "Knocker" Knight is still soldiering on at the Royal Hospital. This I
learnt from our Chelsea Pensioner member at the RSARS A.G.M. That's my part of the story - came
Concorde and my retirement from Heathrow but John, G3DAV, was still encouraging me to take the
RAE. Thanks, John, for your encouragement and thanks to you Eliane for putting up with me and my
pipe!. There's something about Amateur Radio!!!. G4KEM).
Northern France - 1939. "What time is it, please?". "Go away...". Little did I know that these few
words pronounced in uncertain English by young people like myself in the year 1939, would one day
be followed by a one in a million epic.
War had been declared, and to us children it was all very exciting. British soldiers made their entries
into our villages. "Les Anglais sont arrives", just as our parents had told us the many stories they
remembered of an earlier war (l914-1918). So there we were teasing these young khaki figures lying
flat in the ditches, very seriously and fastidiously listening to goodness knows what, from some
apparatus arrayed in some form of van. "Chocolate, please?"..... "GO away!...." They moved, not far,
and it was then not such a long walk for us.
But one day they were all gone. We too had to go, to join the immense cavalcade of troops. We were
entering upon a grim period where survival was one's preoccupation, no matter who you were. We
were all there, intermingled, French and British troops and us, the refugees. Then came the day when
all seemed gone. We went back "home".
Four years went by, a very long chapter of un-ending fear for oneself, of starvation, etc. Our hopes
centred upon that all-important "box" in the corner of the room, and the bulletins that were
transmitted. They made no sense to us, but to some we knew they did.
Eventually our friends were back - they looked different; were we to renew old acquaintances?. No,
not then.
Yes. we made new friends, but these new lads were more reserved. In the event May 8th saw us all
enjoying ourselves and in a mad joy-drunken crowd in Douai (Northern France). A young lad in blue
had surrendered to the request of an 8-year-old sister to come and visit us. I was not quite 18.
This he duly did and his visits were to become so welcome for more than just friendship and the
goodies. We fell in love and married four years later, He had left his Air Force blue uniform and
civilian life saw him embarking on a long radio-orientated career - he had also acquired his Amateur
Radio License in 1947 and was enjoying his new skills in many ways.
We married in 1949 and England became my home. New ways, new faces, but from the past lurked
an old face. One day in 1952 as we were proudly displaying to my parents the wonders of the then
Heathrow Airport, John came out of the Met. Office to inform us that a chap employed there had been
billeted in our village at a certain place in 1939/40 facing our (then) home, some 300 yards away. We
met him and Dad did remember him!. His name was Russell, now known to all as G4KEM. Russell
duly called at our home and we met often. We met his XYL and harmonics and were always made
very welcome. Our friendship matured just as the years have done. Our families have now grown up
and we have shared many worries. He is a shoulder to cry upon and his visits. with or without Vera,
are always welcome; we are, dare I say, his shoulders to cry on..... a link with the past.
Up to three years ago John, G3DAV and Dave or Russell shared the same working environment 11
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Russell retired and his keen enthusiasm and some pushing from John and others made him realise his
ambition to become a "ham". Morse he did not have to learn - it is second nature to him. He now
radiates to all Continents and his voice and di-dahs are well known.
His French has not improved much at all in these past 40 years but who knows?, perhaps an
exchange could be arranged, Morse and Radio Theory against French tuition?. Will he one day revisit the ditch where, amongst others, a 12-year-old French girl teased him?. Will I become with time
embroiled in the Amateur Radio world? - I'd love to, but..... the pressure is being applied from the two
fellows in my story. So, gentlemen, maybe next year there will be another chapter. Who knows???
Sincerely yours, 88's to all

(Note by the OWL - Just to show what small things can determine the course of history - the OWL
knows for certain that on that night in May 1945 the fact that John eventually turned up in Douai was
determined on the toss of a coin "Heads we'll go to Douai, tails we'll go somewhere else").

AUTO TONE-BURST MODIFICATION FOR THE C7800.
G8RWH.
(We are indebted to G8RWH for the following article and permission to publish in "Mercury". It
came via Dick. G3IRP/0012 who mentions that this mod. has been carried out on his C7800 and at
least two others and works extremely well - Ed.).
CTN5
This circuit is already capable of producing an auto Tone Burst, but requires interfacing to the rig.
Two wires from CTN5 go to pins 7 and 8 of plug JR20 and, as supplied, are both earthed (to pin 1).
When pin 7 is earthed a constant tone is output at pin 4. When neither pin 7 or 8 is earthed a tone
burst is output. When pin 8 is earthed the tone burst is inhibited. At present the tone switch controls
the supply volts to CTN5 via QR40.
Disassembly.
Follow steps 7.1 and 7.6 (pages 21 and 22) in the manual. Remove the CTN5 board.
Plug JR20.
1).
Cut link wires between pins 1 and 7 and pins 7 and 8.
2).
Solder new wire to pin 8 (see step 8).
3).
Solder new wire to pin 7 (see step 13).
CTN5 P.C.B.
4).
Short out R121 (2K7) or replace with a wire link.
5). Remove R103 (10K) and R122 (120R). These are enclosed in a piece of black sleeve. Retain
R103.
6). Solder an NPN transistor (BC 107, BC 108, BC 109, etc.) in place of R 103. Emitter to earth
(next to brown wire). Collector to other hole.
7). Solder blue wire (from pin 7) via ex-R103 (10K) to Base of the transistor (step 6). INSULATE
BARE WIRES.
PR01 P.C.B.
8).
Solder wire (step 2) to the anode of diode Q41.
9). Short together the wire on J23 to the thicker orange near it. This effectively shorts Collector and
Emitter of QR40. The extra orange wire is NQT shown on the circuit diagram.
12
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PM01 P.C.B.
10). Link pins 2 and 3 of plug JM01 (grey and violet wires). This gives 1∙6 MHz repeater shift on
both R1 and R2. R1 will have auto Tone-burst, R2 will NOT. Delete step 12 if this is not
required.
Repeater Switch (On front panel).
11). Connect the anode of a diode (1N914, 1N4148, etc.) to the spare (unused) terminal of the front
wafer of the repeater switch.
12). Connect the anode of a second diode to the third terminal of the switch (already has a green
wire going to it).
13). Connect the cathodes of the two diodes together and to the new wire (step 3).
The rig should now give auto tone-burst on R1, and operate with manual tone on S, R1 and R2.
Tone duration.
R108 sets the length of the tone-burst.
AUTO TONE-BURST MODIFICATION FOR THE C7800 - CIRCUIT DIAGRAM.

DID YOU KNOW…..?
It is against State Law in Kentucky not to have one bath a year (the OWL assumes that this
means AT LEAST one bath a year!).
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THE C7800 SCAN MODIFICATION.
G8RWH.
(This is another article for which we are indebted to G8RWH and to G3IRP for sending it along.
Thanks, both. - Ed.).
This modification changes the function of the "AUTO" position of the scan switch such that the rig
pauses on a "busy" channel and, unless the scan is cancelled, will continue to scan after a delay of
about five seconds whether the channel remains busy or not.
NOTE. As a result of this modification:
a) The rig will NOT search and stop on an EMPTY channel.
b) Although the "Scan for Busy Channel" still operates, if the channel becomes free in less than 5
seconds, the rig will not continue to scan until this time has elapsed"
c) The "AUTO" scan position is replaced by this modification.
Components:
The following extra components are required:
Component
Quantity
Transistor NPN (BC 108, etc.)
One
Capacitor 1 µfd 25V Tantalum
One
Resistor 10 KOhms 1/8 -Watt
Two
Resistor 10 MOhms 1/8 -Watt
One
The modification is carried out on the PM01 Printed Circuit Board, "Feature Control PCB". The extra
components can be mounted on the track side of the P.C.B., providing care is taken to prevent bare
wires touching the circuit where not required.
Action required.
1). Remove PM01 P.C.B. Follow steps 7.1 and 7.2 on page 21 of the manual. (It is just possible to
remove PM01 without desoldering any wires).
2). Cut the track between pin 5 (QMO3) and pin 6 (QMO3)/SQ, line.
3). Cut the track between pin 4 (QMO3) and pin 1/pin 2 (QMO3).
4). Cut the track around the centre pin ("FREE" or "AUTO" position) of switch SM01 to isolate it
from the earth track.
5). Solder a wire link between pin 3 and pin 5 of QMO3.
6). Solder a 1 µfd 25V Tantalum capacitor between pin 4 and pins 1 and 2 of QMO3 (+ve end to pin
4).
7). Solder a 10 MOhm resistor between earth and pins 1 and 2 of QMO3.
8). Fit an insulating pad to an NPN transistor (BC 108, etc.) such that when it is soldered to the
P.C.B. its leads do not short out tracks.
a). Solder the Collector to the centre pin of switch SM01 (step 4).
b). Solder the Emitter to earth.
c). Solder the Base via a 10 KOhm resistor to the track from pin 3 of QMO3" Insulate the junction
of the resistor and the Base of the transistor.
9). Solder a 10 KOhm resistor between the centre pin of the switch SM01 (and Collector of the
transistor) and the 8 Volts supply rail (e.g. the "LOW" position of SM02).
The method of selecting a scan has not been changed by this modification, however, a slight delay
might be noticed between pressing a scan button and the rig commencing scanning. This delay could
be up to 2 seconds and occurs when the scan is first selected after switch on.
The time that the rig will pause on a busy channel can be varied by changing the values of C1 and/or
R1. NOTE THAT R1 SHOULD NOT BE INCREASED.
14
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SCI-FI SHORT STORY - "PSE QRX".
By N.V. Kay.
Your copy of "Mercury" may be on your breakfast table as you read this, but the real Mercury, the
first planet from the Sun, is some 57,000,000 miles away, doomed, as we are, to encircle the Sun until
the latter becomes a Super Nova and terminates what we know to be our Solar System; a tiny part of
our galaxy. Our galaxy measures some 10∙5 Light Years across, and, as you all know, one Light Year
is 5,000,000,000,000 miles!!. The mind cannot comprehend these distances, but what of the even
more distant things like the vast galaxy of Nostalgius - some say the biggest galaxy known to man and
lying out there in space?.
It was with this knowledge that my theory was born and today I was about to prove it.
I leaned nearer to the loudspeaker as the familiar voice of Tom Douglas, G3BA/RSARS 0409 began
his usual 09:30 announcement: "CQ CQ All Radio Amateurs, this is GB2RS the News Bulletin
Service of the Radio Society of Great Britain". The headlines came and passed me by, unheard, I was
agog for the propagation news: with any luck conditions would be really poor and the hoped-for
Dellinger fade-out would be forecast. That's funny, you say, but read on, for it could be the best news
I've heard for weeks. "The ionospheric index..... the F2 layer HF propagation ..... poor...... went on
Tom. This was it!!. Atrocious conditions for the masses but brilliant for me.
Later that evening in the gathering gloom I glanced down the garden to the 6-element 20 Metre
beam - a real monster. And why that tilted rakish angle, they all asked. Storm damage I told them - I'll
put it right soon. (Little did they know it was angled at exactly 28∙3° deliberately, pointing out into the
late December sky beyond Mercury who was to be my right-hand marker and certainly the winged
messenger of the Gods tonight).
All was ready. The beam carefully aligned to the NE sky. The clock, ticking away to my appointed
hour, seemed to stand still. The souped-up receiver warmed up. 14∙010 megs. 5:30 hours time
difference. No time now for further checks. This was the moment. No signals. Only the constant hiss
of a dead band. No layers. Nothing to stop the signals.
And then it came!!. First faintly, then louder and louder - just as I knew it would. The fist was easily
recognised - hadn't I worked him only last Wednesday in the CW Net?.
But I was hearing history, friends. History from the mystic East. An unanswered call among many
which had escaped our layers much earlier and had been reflected earthwards by the immense
Nostalgius. A journey of 45 years and I was hearing it first-hand from the enormity of space.
CQ CQ CQ de AC4YN AC4YN AR K.
Well, Evan, I'm pleased to answer you at last!!!.
***************************
Author's after-thought: I wonder if it counts for the Awards?.
(OWL Note: Investigation shows that the above article is probably true. The OWL remembers Evan,
G5YN/0040, crossing into Tibet on 1st August 1936 and AC4YN was on the air from Lhasa in early
September. i.e. 45 years ago. AC4YN was certainly heard on 20 Metres in those days. Although not
yet discovered, the OWL can confirm that Nostalglus does exist just 22∙5 Light Years away and
slightly to the left of Mercury. Thus any transmissions which escaped through the layers 45 years ago
and were reflected by Nostalgius would be returning to Earth this year. The OWL is offering odds of
33 to 7-1/2 that a certain Awards Manager WON'T accept a AC4YN QSO towards an RSARS
Award!!!!!).
*****************************
DO YOU KNOW? - Which WW II weapon, or potential weapon, required 1,345 Volts at 1,590,000
Amperes?. (Answer over the page somewhere!).
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ARRESTED AS A SPY!!!.
GW3UDU/0378.
(Many strange things happen in the world of Amateur Radio, but none, perhaps, so strange as being
arrested as a spy - all due to a KW2000A and a few ancillary bits and pieces. Johnny survived - but
read on! - Ed).
It all started with a Nuffield Grant. I had been an amateur for a number of years and in many parts of
the world and, having received a posting to a Unit in Germany - for the third time - I applied for, and
received, my second German amateur license.
As time passed the thought of a Signal Regiment without an Amateur Radio Club became
uppermost in my mind. A Nuffield Grant was applied for and refused!. There was nothing left to do
but to wait and apply again the following year. Meanwhile (then Captain) Maurice Caplan who was
the Traffic Officer interceded and re-applied for the Grant. The day that the approval came through
Maurice had to move to Rheindahlen to take over the Communications Centre there. So Major F.
Stark R. Signals, the Officer i/c Training Wing was appointed to the exalted position of Officer i/c
Amateur Radio Club.
I was to see rather a lot of Major Fred Stark during the next two or three months discussing
equipment, etc. At last we managed to obtain a complete D11 station which was in use in the Training
Wing, and from RSARS HQ we had a Heathkit DX-100 with SSB Adaptor (which had seen better
days and had had several components removed by previous custodians. In fact - a non-starter as far as
I was concerned.)
So, whilst waiting for the Grant to arrive Major Fred applied for the license and I obtained various
brochures on a lot of equipment. A final list was compiled and approved by the C.O. for the money to
be spent.
I was due to leave for a four-day trip to London to attend the FOC Dinner and it was suggested that I
collect the chosen equipment direct from the K.W. factory in Dartford. So, armed with a letter of
introduction off i went to collect a KW-2000-B, an AC PSU, a KW Trapped Dipole, an SWR/Power
Meter and a Shure 444 Microphone.
The whole lot was loaded into the back of my Volkswagen Variant and on Sunday the return
journey started. Leaving Dartford, Kent, at 1900 hrs to allow for the fog I arrived at Dover at 2215
hrs. The boat "Enterprise IV" was late into Dover due to the heavy fog and, after it had discharged its
cargo, I finally drove on board at 0100 hrs Monday morning and the ship sailed - 2-1/2 hours late - at
0130 hrs.
On arrival at Zeebrugge at 0600 hrs the fog was still thick and the journey of 16 miles to the
Autostrad took 1-1/2 hours. Once on the E5 I was able to keep to the centre lane and made fairly good
progress to the end of the E5 at Brussels. In spite of the fog I arrived at the Elmpt Border Control
Point into Germany about 1130 hours. There I was told that I was the first car to arrive during the last
three hours (I now know how a V.I.P. feels!). Then the fun began..... I was told to switch off the car
engine and get out of the car in order to open the rear loading door. This I did, and the Customs
Officer moved my raincoat which had covered some of the equipment. He turned and asked what the
boxes contained, "A radio" I replied. "May I see it?" he queried. I pulled one of the boxes towards me
and in so doing dislodged my raincoat which was now covering the KW Trapped Dipole. "That's an
antenna" the Customs Officer cried. Before I had time to reply in the affirmative, "for a transmitter"
he added (this time louder still). "Yes, that's right" I said. Two seconds later his companion, who had
been standing by the car, arrived and I was ordered to put my car into the Car Park, away from the
other vehicles. I lost all desire to refuse as at this stage pistols were half-drawn and, not wishing to test
a 9 mm Walthur from the receiving end, complied with their wishes.
I was then escorted into the main office building and questioned for several minutes in German. It
was becoming evident that they were out for blood - mine!.
I asked to use the 'phone, but this was refused, so from this moment on I decided to speak only
English, as perhaps one small mistake on my part (a wrong word, or a word in a wrong context) could
mean trouble. I tried to show them my Service identity card and other items that I hoped
17
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would look official, in order to prove my identity. But no success. The British Frontier Officer was
away, or had not yet arrived, so I was told to sit in the corner of the office under the constant eye of a
Border Guard. I listened to their conversation, and then it finally hit me - THEY WERE TREATING
ME AS A SPY!!!.
About 1210 hrs I was taken into a small office and questioned by a person in civilian clothes (Herr
Bond, 007???) who tried German, Polish, French and then English. When I explained what had
happened, he laughed and left. Free at last??? No, now the Customs officials had a brainwave -- I was
a smuggler!. So, it was back into my corner to wait. I found a half-empty packet of cigarettes (all
rather bent) in a pocket and I thankfully lit one. "NICHT RAUCHEN!!!" shouted a Guard in German.
My reply was in English - but unprintable!.
They finally allowed me outside to smoke accompanied by one of the guards complete with, what
seemed to me, the biggest, unfriendliest and nastiest dog I have ever seen. "Jaws on Feet" is about the
only way I can describe it. "Don't leave the car park or enter your car or the dog will be set loose" I
was told. I did not leave the car park or enter my car!!.
Minutes passed and whilst I enjoyed my cigarette it became apparent that the cold damp fog was
making me feel more miserable than I really was. It was decision time again! - fresh damp cold
outside with a cigarette, or the warmth of the office without. The office won. I resumed my place in
the corner of the office, again under the watchful eye of my non-too-friendly Border Guard.
In the office of the British Frontier Service the 'phone rang. The German who answered it did not
speak English so he called me in to see what it was all about. Never have I been so pleased to speak to
a member of The Royal Military Police!.
"What's all this about being a spy?" he asked. I explained everything to him and asked if he could
bail me out or something. His reply was simply "As you've done nothing wrong. I'm afraid we cannot
help you!". I asked him if I should break a window or, perhaps, kick the dog. (Thinking about the dog,
perhaps I was acting rather hastily even considering it!). This produced a solo rendering of the chorus
from the old Music Hall song "The Laughing Policeman" from the other end. Before he replaced the
'phone I managed to extract a promise from him to ring my Unit to inform them where I was and why.
Two minutes later a Lance Corporal from my Unit Guard Room rang and asked for me by name. (A
friend to speak to at last!!. I was feeling better already!). "What's wrong. Staff?" he asked. I explained
to him that I was under a sort of arrest and asked him to make a few notes so that he could inform
various people who might help. "Hang on a sec., I'll get my pen" he said. CLICK! - the twit had hung
up!. The air in the office turned blue as I cast serious doubts on his parentage, mental stability, size,
shape and everything else. Even during this outburst I had to take time off to invent a few new swear
words. I had used up all the more common ones.
The time was now 1340 hrs - enter a British Frontier Service officer. "Ah!. Hello there, waiting for
me?" he said "Be with you in a moment". At this stage if he had been Father Christmas dressed in a
jock strap, I couldn't have cared less. To me he was my long-awaited way out of my present trouble.
"Sit down, old son. What can I do for you?". My tale of woe was told, pausing only for the laughter to
subside at frequent intervals. "Hang on" he said "I'll have a word with the German boys". He left, to
return some two minutes later. "OK, I've fixed it. Go and unload all that radio kit into my office, and
we'll see what we can do". This was done in record-breaking time and after examination of the
contents it was decided that the solution was simple!. If I had imported the equipment for my own
personal use there would have been no problem. However, as it was for the use of members of a Club
a special import form unique to Germany had to be used. The forms were duly produced and
completed. "There you are, old chap". "Thanks, I'll reload my car, shall I?". "Sorry, you can't do that.
You need the Unit stamp before the form is valid!". So it was off to Krefeld to get a Unit stamp on the
forms. I arrived about 1600 hours and began the search for OC Training Wing. With forms duly
completed and stamped we both returned to Elmpt at 1900 hours. My friendly Frontiersman and his
ugly dog were off duty - thank goodness. After we had made our
18
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courteous introductions (we had to wait for the British chap to return from his tea!), Major Fred asked
about the excitement earlier in the day. Out came the story of the spy caught by the Border Guards,
complete with very sophisticated communications equipment. When he told them it was me, they
nearly had to be restrained!.
Well, I suppose the moral of this story is - make sure that your paperwork is all in order before
starting on such a mission. As many forms as are necessary, duly stamped with the correct stamps and
signed and with as much official ink as will convey the impression of officialdom. However, don't get
arrested as a forger (or, worse still, as a spy!). If in doubt, ask the British Frontier Service. They are
most helpful, have a sense of humour and can save you a lot of trouble.
1972 passed without more ado and, with the license in the name of Major F. Stark the 1st February
1973 saw our Grand Opening. At 1700 hours the rig was installed and at 1900 hours we were on the
air and working 26 RSARS members on the RSARS Net. Among those who called in to wish us well
were Lieut. Col. Des Barry, G3ONU, the HQ Station (then at Blandford) G4RS, Alf, G3UAA, from
our "Twin" town of Leicester, Ken, G2KK of Scarborough (and now of ZL1AXM fame), Ray,
G3EKL, who was then at Netheravon, G8VG, Bill Windle, G3EJF, Johnny, who had just come out of
hospital, and our host Net Control station was Cyril, GW3ASW. To these and to all those stations
who called in to wish us well, our sincere, if belated, thanks. This story happened 8 or more years ago.

NEW HORIZONS or 1981 THE UNITED NATIONS YEAR OF THE DISABLED. VE3CDM/0674
(The following article was submitted by The International Amateur Radio Union to the ITU, as a
record of the contribution of Canadian radio amateurs to the training of the visually handicapped.
The writer, Tom Atkins, VE3CDM, who sponsored a Whitecaner, is a former President of The
Radio Society of Ontario, Inc., and Director of the Canadian Amateur Radio federation, Inc., and is
presently a Director of The Canadian Radio Relay League, Inc., and is the Canadian I.A.R.U.
representative.)
In 1967, the Radio Society of Ontario adopted the radio club of the Canadian National Institute for
the Blind as a tangible expression of support for the work of the few dedicated Toronto area amateur
operators who had started classes for the blind in ham radio several years earlier. The objectives of the
C.N.I.B. Amateur Radio club supported by the Radio Society of Ontario, were as follows:
1. to expand the horizons of the visually handicapped by encouraging them to become licensed
radio amateurs.
2.
to solicit the help of volunteer sighted persons.
3.
to organise and direct such volunteers for the purposes of;
a) instructing blind persons in code and theory
b) assembling and installing amateur radio equipment for use by blind persons
c) providing technical advice and assistance; and
d) acting as sponsors and associate sponsors of amateurs
4. to solicit financial and material support required for the provision, at minimum cost, of
equipment to blind radio amateurs.
To operate an amateur radio station in Canada a license is required from the Federal Department of
Communications. Obtaining such a license involves the ability to send and receive Morse code at
specified speeds, and in addition candidates must understand the basic theory of electricity and radio.
Knowledge of equipment operation and the international regulations governing amateur radio are also
required.
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Such an examination contains both oral and written elements, and obviously presents great difficulty
for the visually handicapped. For this reason the D.O.C. makes special provision for such
handicapped persons, and administers an oral examination only.
Having passed the D.O.C. test, the granting of an amateur radio station license to a blind radio
amateur - a "Whitecaner" - is conditional on each handicapped amateur having as a "sponsor" an
individual holding an "Advanced" license. This sponsor is responsible for equipment; the assistance in
early days on the air, - for doing all those things which are impossible because of the handicap. The
sponsor supervises the kit assembly and installation and proper operation of equipment loaned to the
whitecane licensee. Equipment is made available on a rental plan, which enables any blind person
who has qualified as a radio amateur to outfit himself or herself with a complete 3∙5 MHz SSB
station. Rental is nominal, $15:00 a year. The blind operator purchases a speaker and a microphone,
and must pay the $13:00 annual fee for the license.
After three to six months operating experience on 3∙5 MHz, application may be made for a 14 MHz
station and accessories upon payment of a further $15:00 per year rent.
An R.S.O. Technical Advisory Committee spent many months reviewing all aspects of amateur
radio operation by the blind. It became evident that if a blind amateur was to operate equipment
safety, efficiently and legally, standardisation of equipment, as well as installation and operating
procedures, was essential.
Recommendations of the Committee favoured the following equipment, policies and practice:
A) Single-band transceivers and antennas
B) use of a relative power reader to allow final tuning by sound
C) use of 3∙5 MHz only until experience is gained on the air
D) the Heathkit HW 12 AC and HW 32 AC were specified for a number of reasons. They were
available in Canada with factory service; cost was relatively low, with volunteer assembly; their
narrow band widths which eliminated band edge problems; the simplicity of modifications
necessary to read frequency by touch and minimal possibilities of TVI and BCI. Folded coaxial dipole antennas were recommended, thus eliminating the need for antenna tuners.
This program has expanded from Ontario to all parts of this country, and has been an unqualified
success.
In Canada, to date, more than 400 blind persons have become licensed radio amateurs, and
approximately $50,000 in supporting funds have been raised since the New Horizons program began.
Many of the methods and techniques involved here have been adopted by several other countries.
These enthusiastic operators serve their fellow amateurs by acting as Control Stations on the Ontario
Radio Service Net (Ontars) which operates for 11 hours each day of the year on 3∙755 MHz. They are
also active on many other Nets across Canada, and the world. The Whitecaner has proved to be a
skilful and resourceful ham in the finest tradition of the amateur radio service.
As we have watched the patience and dedication of these visually handicapped hams, we feel
privileged to have welcomed them into an international fraternity characterised by goodwill and
sharing with those less fortunate. We have been repaid a hundred-fold and have had our eyes opened.
DID YOU KNOW.....???
That between 1920 and 1936 the United States built only 34 tanks and some of these were rebuilds.
Most people remember the American amphibious vehicle, the DUKW, but did you know that there
was a British equivalent, known as the TERRAPIN I? At least 40 such vehicles from the British 79th
Armoured Division RE Assault Regiments backed up the Canadian SCHELDT landings.
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SOME EXPERIENCES WITH SPECIAL SIGNALS, 1939 - 1945 Part II.
G3BGM/1539.
(Part I appeared in "Mercury", No. 69 of 7/81 - Ed.).
To avoid the attentions of Siwa Bill and any heavier back-up we put the D/F in a dug-out and painted
the masts white to match the sand. The problem was communication with BAGUSH, the landline was
insecure and often out and the C Set clearly unsuitable for the distance. G2RJ borrowed an 11 Set
from somewhere and I did the same from the Long Range Desert Group. Adapting our One-Time
Pads to a fast and effective figure cipher for D/F purposes we used 11 Sets until captured 30 and 80
Watts German senders provided a more reliable night-time service. The old 11 Set happily worked
500 miles if the right frequency was chosen.
The cuts provided by the SIWA station were so successful that it was decided to erect another at
JARABUB which, although "behind enemy lines" was occupied by 33 Fighter Squadron with
Hurricanes. We were dependent on the New Zealand Section of The Long Range Desert Group for
transport, and I began to admire the calm professionalism of these men, many of whom could turn
their hand to anything, operating a radio, piloting a WACO or decoking a Ford truck.
Soon after our arrival at JARABUB, a day's journey from SIWA, we were treated to an instance of
British unprofessionalism which has stuck in my memory as an example of the wastefulness of war.
Those Squadron machines, so laboriously brought out from Britain, were parked casually - near the
Mess tent and not dispersed as they should have been. Six ME 110's came down the sandy wadi and
brewed up ten of them. Two days later ten more arrived from Egypt - a replacement operation which
should never have been necessary.
At the ensuing battle of SIDI REZEGH the Indians captured a complete Horch Funkwagen with
telescopic aerial, 80 Watt sender and an Enigma machine. As I was due for leave I was sent by plane
to HELIO to deliver the Enigma machine, the size of a typewriter, to the powers that were, and was
rather hurt that they proposed to do little about it. I offered to spend my leave attempting to crack
back-traffic, of which we had a vast amount together with several captured clear-text messages. If I
had been more clued up I suppose that I should have suspected that they were beginning to crack the
stuff in England, but we had all looked at the thing in the Mess at BAGUSH and decided that it was
completely secure. Besides a choice of three drums out of five, there was an independent plug-board
which appeared to be re-set daily. And such was our grounding in security that we all tended to
operate on a "need to know" basis only.
By now proper Marconi D/F Adcocks were becoming available, and I took one back with me to
cover the Africa Korps (at that time spread out along the coast road towards TRIPOLI) waiting for
reinforcements. The site selected was 20 miles north of BENGHAZI on the coast. BENGHAZI had
just been captured and was being held by the 19th Independent Infantry Brigade. When the German
counter-attack developed things moved very quickly, and the first intimation we had that we were in
danger of falling into the bag was a bearing on the Headquarters of 15 Panzer Division putting it at
HSUS (115° from us), Luckily. G2RJ and I had arranged a fail-safe code group for such a remote
eventuality, and that evening sked on the No. 11 Set was the most welcome I have ever had!. Like
most of 19th Brigade we got out by dispersing and driving eastwards in the dark.
By now every D/F Section was becoming expert in the new technique of radio control. I must
confess that we picked up the main idea from listening to our German equivalent. It wasn't until 1945
that we discovered from capdocs that the technique had been developed by German Signal
Intelligence during the occupation of the Rhineland in 1926. We took delivery of three new Decca
loop D/F vans, eminently suitable to tracking down the German 30 Watts and 80 Watts sender, of
course during daylight only. These sets were about the only piece of radio equipment I met throughout
the whole war which was actually superior to the German equivalent, when we had refitted then with
BC-312's instead of HROs. We were, on occasions, able to give six-figure map references of opposing
Headquarters, especially when they were stripped for a move and using vertical aerials. Here again
German security was very good and one could only tell whether they were stripped for action or not
by the quality of the bearings; presumably they, like us, went back to horizontal dipoles when
occupying a Lager for some time.
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At about this time the British had two strokes of luck. The first was the capture of 111 S.W. Section
in TOBRUK. 111 Section had just cone out from England to be with 10 Corps, and were as green as
we were in March 1941. Although they had been taking Enigma and German Air Force TL (three
letter cipher) in England for practice it is obvious that neither the Germans or the Italians got anything
out of them, as no codes or procedures were changed in any way in either army. It says a lot for the
discipline of the ordinary operators, who must have just given number, rank and name. Perhaps the
Italians who captured then did get something out of them, but if so they never passed anything on to
the Germans. By this time relations were strained between the intelligence services of the two
countries.
The second stroke of luck was the capture, by the Australians, of Rommel's Intelligence Section at
the approaches to ALAMEIN. No doubt anxious to give their boss the very latest "gen" from the R/T
networks, they over-reached and were caught in an Australian counter-attack. Their Captain Schröder
got lost, or exchanged uniforms with someone, but Leutnant Hertz proved co-operative and said all
the things about our security which we, as Special Signals, had felt it was not in our province to say.
As a result the British Army adopted the star-working system and tightened up on the use of R/T by
officers, and the abuse of low-grade codes like CODEX by senior formations. One of Hertz's remarks
was; "We don't have to bother about ciphers, all we really need is enough linguists who have been
waiters at the Dorchester before the war".
On the eve of the battle of ALAMEIN I had Cpl. Barnes (till recently postmaster at Southwold) with
the 4th Light Armoured Brigade at QARET HIMEIMAT in the south, Sgt. Allen in the middle, and
Cpl, George Barber (Last heard of as Security Officer at AERE, Winfrith) in the north behind the
Australians. George, being a red-head, suffered terribly from desert sores, and should have been
evacuated but, like all the others, never let it get him down. Whatever info Monty was getting
(unbeknown to us direct from the U.K. at the top), it was well supplemented by these chaps in their
soft-skinned 15.cwt Morris vans who all day watched the frequencies used by 15 Panzers, 21 Panzers
and 90 Light Divisions, and reported every apparent move. Back in the set rooms the Germans were
heard to occasionally drop their security and come up in Klartext, RJO was Rommel, CJR was
Cruewel and BJA was Bayerlein (but NEVER on R/T).
Shortly after ALAMEIN John Runge, G2RJ, was evacuated with jaundice and I took over MOBSEC
as A/Captain. During the subsequent advance through Tripolitania the Italian watches had their
moment of interest. The Italians used a five-figure cipher which, as far as I know, we never cracked
(possibly like our secure, but slow, one-time-pad system) and a simple three figure substitution cipher
for lower formations which cracked fairly easily. The garrisons in the oases were being mopped up by
the French and the Long Range Desert Group. We could usually tell when they were ripe for
surrender, the standard "surrender" message was sent which went something like: "We will defend the
sacred soil of Africa with our last drop of blood. Long Live the King. Long Live the Duce". On
receipt of a message of this tenor we informed intelligence who informed the waiting troops by
evening radio who walked in the next morning. The cipher was a three-figure code book
supplemented by "spellers". One of the standard messages on which the day's setting of the recipher
table was cracked was the garrison medical report. No-one had a code group for that distressing and
almost universal complaint that soldiers, even in a dry hot climate, suffer from haemorrhoids.
Consequently it had to be spelt out. In more peaceful times we had got to know the habits of our
"oppos" quite well - "Please put the courtesan Olga El Asher on the next transport for the
Commondante, and (one group missing) her thoroughly before departure".
It was about this time that we acquired an Italian D/F; Telefunken equipment mounted in a luxurious
Fiat Minibus. It was not as good as the Decca set but very comfortable, and accompanied us for the
rest of our time in Africa. It was, of course, called "the passion wagon"!.
When the 8th Army got to TRIPOLI, MOBSEC was upgraded to a Major's command and as
jaundice had claimed Frank Greening, OC 110 S.W. Section with 30 Corps, I was shifted to them.
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This was a very experienced Section containing a number of Regulars who had survived France and
Greece, and I remained with them until the end of the war in Europe. I took with me the expert Decca
loop crews from MOBSEC, as the latter were reverting to a strategic role. 30 Corps followed the
enemy, now reinforced with Tiger and Panther tanks, in his westward fighting retreat. The island of
JERBA now a luxury German holiday resort, provided a first-class base for one of the Deccas, and
accurate bearings proved possible across the Gulf of GABES at distances which I am sure exceeded
the makers specifications.
It was here that the Americans had their first contacts with the Germans, and they did not do very
well. Klartext comment from the group we were watching was a laconic "Filmsoldaten". Eventually
contact was established between 1st and 8th Armies, and I went across to liase with our left-hand
neighbours, a Texan Signal Intelligence Section. At first I was inclined to agree with the German
comment; a Captain with a silver-studded revolver greeted me, and while we were talking a
Lieutenant came in, kneeled deferentially, and started taking orders on to a pad. They had one gadget,
a C.R.T. D/F, which made me envious, but their set room was cluttered up with typewriters, which at
that time seemed a crazy idea. After 25 years as a teacher in the "educational revolution" I realise now
that they probably did not have enough operators who could write legibly, and I expect the same
applies to us today.
When it was time to cross to MALTA there was a terrible storm, and we took three days in a small
Tank Landing Craft. Evan Fritz, the little dachshund was sick. We followed 30 Corps through
SICILY and up as far as BARI. Then we had the assignment to pass our knowledge on to the
American section with the 5th Army on the western front north of NAPLES. This time there were no
typewriters - they had already learned a lot!.
It was mountainous and the German infantry and parachutists were using Torn Fu b sets, so we took
our S-27's out of store and dusted them. At Christmas we handed over to the Americans and followed
30 Corps to Blighty. Sadly, we lost one of our D/F crew, Cpl. McGee, who trod on an AP mine at one
of the hilltop sites only two days before we were due to leave.
110 Section landed in Normandy on D-day plus one, losing our "pianist", Cpl. "Og" Hesketh and
two operators wounded by an AA shell which dropped into our Landing Craft. In order to cover tank
and infantry traffic it became necessary to put detachments in churches and OPs at the top of hills in
bocage country, and a certain amount of shelling had to be endured, fortunately without further loss.
One driver who had been with us all the time lost his nerve, shot his index finger off and had to be
evacuated.
It was while setting up a detachment in Gaumont church, a good VHF site and about 300 feet a.s.l.,
that I heard, over what was apparently a high level telephone link between Britain and the bridgehead,
the plans for next day's 1,000 bomber raid on the concentration of enemy armour south of CAEN. I
could scarcely believe my ears; some erk had obviously forgotten to switch in the scrambler. Needless
to say, the next day the Germans weren't there!!. This is the reality behind history as it is written up by
successful generals and staff officers.
Some readers may recall that the Germans made a final attempt to cut off the American pincer
which was encircling them round the west and south of FALAISE. Although the main German forces
were not at that time on our front, it was one of our very experienced operators who managed to copy
through the QRM the crucial message giving the German order of battle and intentions, which helped
to put 100,000 "in the bag". An MBE came down with the rations, and we all felt very proud.
To be continued.
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A PRAYER FOR RADIO OPERATORS.
(Freely adapted by G3ZFN/RSARS 0968).
Lord, grant that I may keep on Net with no great deviation,
May the Controller speak to me in tones of awed elation,
Please grant that I be free from drift of frequency, no need to shift.
Yes, Lord, please help me keep on Net all night, so close that even I when speaking of it afterwards,
may have no need to lie,
and in the great Controllers Log may I be judged to be
worthy of being timed in - before the final QRT.
(I make no claim to poetic prowess, having adapted the above to suit from two of similar type which
refer to anglers. - G3ZFN).

SV1EC IN 1945.
MAJOR-GENERAL E.S.
COLE CB CBE.
A recent article in the Short Wave Magazine describing amateur radio operation in 1945 reminded
me of my own pleasant experience around these times which may be of interest to your readers.
I was Chief Signal Officer, Land Forces, Greece from April 1945 to September 1946, a military
quiet period falling as it did between the two Communist troubles, but active from the communication
viewpoint involving much major national network rebuilding in the wake of the German departure.
After the German evacuation of Crete I arranged for a large quantity of German signal equipment to
be shipped over to the B.O.D. in Athens and it was while inspecting a large stack of generators
weighing about 30 lbs that one of the generators slipped from the stack and fell from about 5 feet onto
my right foot. This did not improve the foot and late the following day I was in bed in Hassani
Military Hospital with a cage over my foot, the surgeons having done their best, subsequently proved
to be a very good best, to straighten things out.
As I was to be immobile for some time I had installed alongside my bed an HRO receiver, then in
plentiful supply, which with headphones and a piece of wire out of the window, provided much good
listening. In my slow scanning with the main tuning dial I heard what was beyond doubt two amateurs
in QSO and a check of the dial reading against it's Kc/s conversion graph put their frequency in the 7
Mc/s amateur band. At the end of an hours listening it became clear that there was substantial and
widespread amateur activity, and I felt keenly anxious to join in.
In Athens some miles away the Corps Signals transmitter site contained a row of BC-610s, known to
the pre-War amateur as the Hallicrafters HT-1, with, if I remember aright, an output of about 700
Watts. These BC-610s after much initial activity, were now very lightly loaded. At about 1000 hours
the following morning the top of a ladder became visible at my first floor window followed shortly
afterwards by the head , and shoulders of a lineman holding a coil of Quad cable, with the question
"Where do you want these, Sir?". "These" were two pairs of wires which soon after were terminated
by my bed, one with a telephone the other with a morse key, and connected through a local D.P. and
some seven route miles of the civil underground cable system to the transmitter hall where the two
pairs were already terminated one to a telephone and the other to the keying socket of a BC-610 tuned
to 7030 Kc/s. A swing on the telephone handle, the words "Switch on" to the Duty Technician in the
hall and I had a pleasant, clean, 700 Watts or so CW signal, easily monitored without any HRO
muting.
At that point, with no elected Government, the only (what might loosely be called) National
Telecommunications Authority was myself and I therefore allotted myself the call-sign SV1EC.
Many amateurs might consider "Heaven" to be lying in a comfortable bed, under continual care, fed
well and regularly and with the facilities of a good transmitter available at the turn of a telephone
handle. At that time certainly I could think of no happier method of filling the hours and days (and
nights!), but perhaps I did not appreciate how abnormal these circumstances were until a
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well-remembered QSO with a PY amateur in Rio de Janeiro - a good operator.
We had had some pleasant minutes key conversation when I asked if he would pass my greetings to
my brother-in-law who had resided in Rio throughout the war and who I had not seen for seven years
or so. The phone being alongside his operating position he came back to me in a few moments saying
that my brother-in-law was on the end of his line. We relayed the usual greetings through the obliging
PY amateur but then I was thoughtless enough to say that I was very well but in hospital with a
broken foot. They, and particularly the amateur, had difficulty in visualising hospital conditions that
allowed what was clearly a powerful radio transmitter to be by a patient's bed. My rather weak
response that it was remote-controlled did not much clarify matters but there the explanation was left.
Almost continuous operation over several days resulted in a mass of interesting QSOs and the
renewal of one particular contact with an amateur with whom I had regular schedules in 1935, 10
years earlier, as SU1EC. All good things must end, however, and I was discharged with a foot on the
mend, many happy memories and a much re-awakened post-war amateur radio enthusiasm which I
was fortunately able to indulge for the rest of my service in Greece.

G4AGM/A4XIZ/RSARS 1521 UPDATE.
As from September 1980 I shall be working in the Sultanate of Oman at Royal Oman Signals HQ
near Muscat as Systems Control Engineer, Ground Radio. Duties involve running and maintaining all
the circuits used by the Army, Navy and Air Force at MoD Comcen with trips, of a month's duration,
to Khasab and Masira Islands, where I also ensure that my Drake TR-7 is with me to maintain
amateur skeds, etc., - my call-sign is A4XIZ and I am active on all bands daily using CW and SSB. I
also have my 2 Metre equipment but as yet there are only three other amateurs near Muscat who are
active on 2 Metres, apart from the odd ship in the Gulf. I hope to be active on RTTY from Muscat in
about a years time depending upon the financial situation!!.
There is also a lot of activity from Thumrait and Salalah, in particular Thumrait has a Club station,
A4XCA, and is active daily on all bands using CW and SSB. They also have 2 Metre equipment and
hope to run RTTY in the near future. The Thumrait Club have recently been involved with the Sohar
Expedition, called the "Sinbad Voyage" acting as Net Controller for all the A4 stations and others
who passed all the traffic to and from the Sohar during her 6,000 mile sea voyage from Muscat to
China.
**********************************
G8ODE/RSARS 1691 UPDATE.
I was introduced to Amateur Radio by an ex-R.A.F. medic named Frank Mason who gave me an R1155 RX which had a biasing problem - the chassis used to run at about 25 - 30 volts DC and not
earth. Then followed many hours on an R-208, 20 - 60 MHz receiver. In fact, on this receiver Frank
and I monitored the progress of the first Chinese satellite on 20∙009 MHz, in the late Sixties. Next I
played around with a R-1355.
About this time I decided to study for my H.N.D. in Electrical/ Electronic Engineering. This resulted
in getting an apprenticeship with Plessey Telecomms in Nottingham, and me joining the TA Royal
Signals as the Training Manager just happened to be the T.O.T. with the TA Unit!!!. I have now
served 11 years with 38 Signals (V) as a Radio Technician.
Four years ago my present TA Foreman of Signals and I decided to have a go at the RAE and
obtained our licenses that year. My present equipment is a Uniden 2030, a 13-channel xtal job for 2
Metres. Since my visit to 8 Signal Regiment earlier this year I have acquired a FT101ZD via a G4RS
member and am now hard at it trying to learn Morse!!!.
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HOW DOES YOUR CLUB COMPARE???
"HOG".
Thumbing through a recent edition of "Radio Communication" it became apparent that details of
Amateur Radio Clubs were as varied as their locations.
Today there is a tendency to provide "statistics" on just about every subject under the sun in order to
prove some point or other. Whilst not wishing to prove (or disprove) any particular point it was
thought that some Club "statistics", derived from this particular copy of "RadCom" may be of interest.
For instance, which evening appears to be the most popular for Club meetings?. Well, judging by
this one particular issue of "RadCom", it is Thursday - but only just!. Thursday has 20 mentions but
Tuesday comes a close second with 18. Wednesday has 14, these three figures clearly indicating that
mid-week meetings are the most popular. Friday has 8 mentions, Monday 7, Sunday 4 but, apparently,
no-one goes to the Club on a Saturday!.
Now that we know which evening we should attend "the Club" what time does business start? It's a
dead-heat for first place. 18 for 7:30 p.m. and 18 for 8:00 p.m., 6 say 7:45 p.m., 1 is an early-bird at
7:00 p.m., 1 at 7:15 p.m. and 1 at 8:15 p.m.. 1 sounds a little on the formal side and states "7:45 for
8:00 p.m.". 18 don't give a time (although most of these do list a programme) and one, probably due
to a mis-print, precisely states "7:31 p.m.".
Now that we know the time and date, where does this "average" Club meet? The majority (15) don't
give a meeting place, 1 is not too clear, and 1 gives more than one location. 7 give "normal" type
addresses (house number or name, street, town, etc.), 6 can be found within the confines of a School,
College or University, 4 meet in local pubs and another 4 in "hotels" whilst a further 4 may be found
across the road in the Church Room or Church Hall. 2 others will be in the local Sports or Recreation
Centre. 2 others can be found in each of the following:- Art Centres, Halls, on military property, other
Hobby Clubs, etc. The remaining 12 are evenly distributed between: Scout HQ, Cricket Club,
Services Club, other Centres, Students Unions, Social Club, Youth Club, Library, Ambulance Station,
Committee Rooms, Staff Canteens or Sports Clubs. But the leaders congregate (all 8 of them) within
the local Community Centre.
Now that we know where to go, what day to go and what time to be there, what is likely to be
happening when we do get there?. Our "one-month-survey" shows that we will most likely attend "an
informal evening" (13), a "Junk Sale" (12) or a DF Event/Foxhunt/Treasure Hunt (9). Preparation for
Special Events (Rallies, Contests, etc.) will be taking place at another 7 Clubs, whilst another 7 will
be having an evening operating the Club rig(s). We may be unlucky if we happen to choose to visit
one of the 6 Clubs that will be away on a "Visit" (Clubs in the survey had a wide range of visits
ranging from "The Local Power Station". "The Royal Observer Corps" and "Whipsnade Zoo"). 5
Clubs will be having a "Construction Evening" whilst 4 more will have arranged Morse Training for
its members. A further 4 will be having a Film Show. Next in order of popularity (3) will be a "Quiz".
Preparing for, or actually conducting an Annual General Meeting will be the "Order of the Day" for a
further 2 Clubs. 2 more Clubs do not mention what they will be doing, but a further 2 will be having
an Equipment Demonstration. The remaining 6 samples will be participating in one of the following:
a picnic, a ragchewing evening, a discussion, a tape/slide lecture and one will be holding a
housewarming party at new Club premises and one will be away at a Rally.
The mainstay of any Club is probably "the lecture". These can range from the personal ("FØFU in
France", "Amateur Radio in Canada") through historical ("Pre-war radio") and operating ("DX-ing",
T.A. Radio operating") to technical ("Aerials", "Raynet", "Test Gear", "Noise". "S.W.R.". "10 GHz".
"Meteor Scatter", "Modern Amateur Radio Equipment". "Microwaves", "RTTY". "AMSAT-UK",
"RSGB and OSCAR". "Ionospheric Reflection", -Skin Effect". "Make Do and Mend". etc.). "Place
Names" as a lecture title is fairly self-explanatory, but what about "CABCALBONT" and "How to get
off Desert Islands"?. Obviously, an air of mystery must boost attendance!. Two other interesting
action titles listed in our survey are "VHF Pub Hunt" and "144 MHz Cross Country Race".
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And who gives all these lectures? . Well, the survey shows that those mentioned above were given
by 12 "3+3's", 9 "4+3's", 7 "8+3's", 1 "VE2", and 3 unlicensed speakers.
Statistically speaking, if your club meets on a Thursday at 7-30 or 8:00 p.m. at a local Community
Centre, is running an "informal" evening or having a lecture on "Aerials" it is about par for the course.

G3BWX - March 1973.
G3BWX/0620.
Having read "A sponsored what?.." (November 1980 issue) I wondered whether some details of my
first solid-state TX adventures might be of some interest to anyone.
The sketch is not pretty, but the scale is fairly accurate. The TX is the little thing on top of the RA17 with all components mounted on the paxolin panel. Details are as follows:
TX
40 Metre C.O. circuit (as shown) from the "Optimist" transceiver ("Technical
Topics", August 1972, etc.) with coil tapped for better matching. DC input is 1 Watt
maximum.
RX
- RA-17.
AERIAL
- 134 ft "lazy inverted Vee", slung between factory buildings, ends at about 30 ft.,
apex at about 50ft.
OPERATION - Lunch hours at work during 1973.
RESULTS
- Sixteen QSOs in seven countries including: SM5EEY - 870miles at 900 mW,
DM5HG - 460 miles at 525 mW, G3ZEE/RSARS 0854 - George in Sunny Selsey,
one of my earliest RSARS QSOs , G3JKY - 3/4 of a mile, who heard my fourth
harmonic - a 599 10 Metre QSO!!.
COMMENTS The aerial very effective. HC6U crystals get warm at 1 Watt input and
HC18U crystals get warm at 1/2 Watt!. Tune up of TX and ATU for maximum RF
into aerial usually seems to get best results. Transistors are harmonicky devices
especially by accident!!!.
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(Being information gained by telephone-tapping, eavesdropping, mail-opening and being generally
nosy, and the accuracy of which cannot be guaranteed. - The OWL).
VK5NOA/1656 has been visiting the War Graves besides the River Kwai in Thailand.....P29NRP,
Ron Pain, is no longer a P29 but has the call-sign VK2DBH back in New South Wales. This looks
like a permanent QTH from now on
.....VK5YQ/1417, Ted Charles, can hardly get away from Amateur Radio even when not on the air.
His XYL is VK5YJ, his son is VK5KIM and his eldest daughter is VK5PJH. Ted's eldest daughter
lives at Ernabella, an Aboriginal Settlement south-west of Alice Springs and the family can often be
heard on the air together in a daily "sked"
..... Jimmy", the journal of the VK/ZL Chapter of RSARS, is looking for the "Flanagan and Allan".
Phonetic Alphabet (the one that goes "A for 'Orses, B for Mutton, C for Sailors...F for Essence...L for
leather... P for Relief... Q for Everything, R for English... T for Two, U for Me, etc. (G for RS????).
....If you heard C31WW and didn't work him, you missed another RSARS contact. This was Gordon.
VK2DGS/C31WW/G4LCW on his European trip.
....VK2VVV's XYL recently (for the SECOND time. it is believed) had 5 numbers come up in the
State lottery and is now $450 the richer!. Well done.
....Evan, G5YN/0040, can often be found sailing his GP14 dinghy out of Lymington, Hampshire,
often accompanied by Brownie, G2BQ/0461 and Dick Ridley-Martin, 0048.
....RSARS 1429, listed as DA1MJ, has been heard (and worked) as G4IUU. Not known whether this
was a spot of leave in Onston, near Newcastle or a permanent QSY.
....G4KEO's XYL has been in hospital it is understood. We all wish her well and a speedy return
home (you can't leave these "hammer-chewers" on their own. they spend all their time on the air!).
....In Australia there is a Remembrance Day Contest held each August to remember all those amateurs
killed in the wars.
....Another member on the move is Bob Norcross, RSARS 0606, who can now be found at, Flight
Sergeant Norcross, R., J.T.U.M., Victoria Barracks, South Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 3025. Bob
has changed his call-sign from VK6WO to VK3DEU. (During a recent week-end trip to VK, the
OWL discovered that J.T.U.M. stands for Joint Telecommunications Unit Melbourne).
......... The OWL recently learned that the RSARS member who said "I never wash or shave when I
am on holiday" recently met his match when his XYL said that she would not accompany him to the
Brighton Rally unless he DID wash and shave. This he promptly did and emerged as spick and span
as in his Service days in MP4. However, closer inspection revealed that his top set of false teeth were
to be found on a string around his neck, duly endorsed with his call-sign. Here they stayed throughout
the Rally. (When asked who this character might be, the OWL just said "A G3" adding (again!) that
he would Rather Know Nothing - Ed.).
....WANTED - 20 and 15 Metre fundamental crystals (CW end of band) for a small "straight through"
transmitter that G4CWA is taking with him to the Seychelles where he is taking up a missionary post.
Details, please, to the Editor.
....From VS6JW we learn that about 120 VS6 licenses have been issued in the past, but there are only
about 10 currently in force. There is no Class-B equivalent license.
....9HIBB/0171, recently acted as a good ambassador when school-teacher friends of G3UAA sailed
into Valetta Harbour, Malta, Law then had a QSO with Alf, 'UAA, which was recorded and played to
the children at school back in the UK.
....The VK/ZL Chapter recently received a virtually mint-condition copy of "Jimmy" (not the journal
of the VK/ZL Chapter, but a Signals publication issued in the Middle East in 1941). More details
elsewhere and it is hoped that this copy will eventually find a resting place in the Royal Signals
Museum.
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.... VK4CD/1575 is building up an interest in RTTY and would like to contact other members with a
similar interest.
.... G4IYB/1565 is the Honorary Treasurer of The Central Telegraph Office Veterans Association.
.... One RSARS call-sign as yet unused, is G4LRG - the "home" call-sign of John. VS6JW.
.... GW3GHC has recently had a spell in hospital (we trust all is now well, OM) but this did not stop
him coming 84th overall in the 1981 Commonwealth Contest as well as 28 MHz home Band leader.
Well done, RSARS 0098.
.... G2BTO/0374 recently gave a talk to the Barnoldswick (Rolls Royce) A.R.C. on "Early Radio".
.... G4CGT/0533 is the Public Relations Officer for the Blackburn (East Lancashire) A.R.C.
.... Bob Norcross wishes to pass his 73 to Les Dicker, Stan Symons (both of whom he knew in Aden
in 1961/62) and Maurice Caplan - "last worked as VS5MC/AM from Hong Kong" (/AM??? Maurice Ed.). Bob was VS9ARN and V56AF.
.... It was heard on the OWLvine that G3PJB worked a UA6 and a W5 on 10 Metres, how did he
manage that??, - with the usual rig but connected to a 27 Mhz Citizens Band Firestick antenna!!!.
.... Non-member G4JXR (RNARS) collects medal ribbons and is a member of The Orders and Medals
Research Society.
.... Reading the RNARS Newsletter the OWL noticed that probably the earliest meeting of Dark Blue
amateurs at HMS Mercury was in June 1941 - in a tent!. The tent was made in 1898!!.
.... G4KIC/RSARS 1594 once owned a dog that had the dubious honour of doing a "whoopsy" on the
Operations Room floor at C in C East Atlantic (Northwood).
.... SP amateurs have only been allowed to operate on RTTY since November 1980.
.... On Tuesday 15th September 1981 at Lingfield Park Racecourse members attending may have
noticed a horse running in the 3:30 Pulborough Nursery Stakes handicap called "The OWLS". If they
took the hint and backed it - hard luck!. It came in 4th.
…. 100 years ago this year saw the first central power station to provide electricity to the public. This
was at Godalming in Surrey. 150 years ago this year Faraday demonstrated electromagnetic induction,
and 50 years ago Thomas Edison died. (Tnx. EMEE Journal).
…. It is understood that Jay, GW3CVY, had an accident on a tractor but is now well on the way to a
full recovery.
.... If he hasn't already told you the OWL would like you to know that GI8TRV is now (and has been
for some time) GI4JLF. Also, that in a previous edition, the editor spelt '4JLF's name as Hussell
instead of Russell. (Sorry about that, OM - Ed.).
.... It has just come to the OWL's notice that G4ESA/RSARS 1300 became a Silent Key in January
1981. Belated condolences to all family and friends. Please amend your membership lists
accordingly.
.... It has also come to the OWL's notice that a certain member (who shall be G4FHG-less) has taken
pity on a large spider that has lost a leg and has now accommodated said spider in his bathroom where
he feeds it on raw meat. (Any truth, OM?).
.... Reading "Some experiences with Special Signals" prompts the OWL to remind readers that a
somewhat rare example of the Funk d (VHF) Set is in the Museum at Oosterbeek.
.... RSARS 1730 may appear in your lists as VK5NLC, but this should be changed to the full call of
VK5GZ - Congratulations, OM.
.... It was mentioned in a recent "Welcome" that G4IYB/1565 was hoping to re-contact Tom Stone, a
RSARS VK NL member in Sydney. The OWL understand that, thanks to VK2NLE, G5GH, G3DVL
and others, arrangements were made for these two old friends to meet during a recent (24 hours only)
visit to London by Tom. Thanks, all.
.... VK4CD is also the President of the Townsville Amateur Radio Club.
.... RSASS 1511, listed in a recent "Welcome" as Lt. Bob Lake, is now Captain Lake and his call-sign
has changed to VK3DRK. Congratulations on both counts. (It is believed that Bob and his XYL,
Cathy, are suffering the rigours of Catterick).
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.... G3IFF, who was/is RSARS 1106, would like to correspond with anyone who has any knowledge
of aircraft radio (RAF type) installations circa 1932-39, before I.F.F. was introduced. This was the era
of the 1082/83 and 1154/55. If you can help drop a line to R. Coley, 3 Thruxton Road, Leigh Park,
Havant, Hants. PO9 4UG.
.… George Hare, RSARS 0668, has, the OWL understands, been on Sick Parade (we all trust all is
now well. OM), but has also suffered some flood damage at the home QTH.
.... The OWL believes that G4ATU/1047 is having a go at the G4EEC/1176 Quad which appeared in
"Mercury" recently.
.... A nice photo of ZS5CS/0592 and XYL Di (ZS5UC) in the RNARS Newsletter recently.

IS THIS THE MEANING OF " ROGER, OLD MAN: BUT SOME QRM"
G3NVK/0138
***********************
10 METRE BEACONS.
The following list was prompted by an article by Trevor, G4BHD, in "The Cornish Link" under the
same title. It shows 10 Metre beacons heard by G4BHD and a few heard by your editor have been
added. It is possible to get an idea of path openings to various parts of the world by monitoring the
listed frequencies, knowing that these stations CAN be heard in the United Kingdom.
28∙175 - VE3TEN,
28∙205 - DLØIGI.
28∙210 - 3B8MS.
28∙215 GB3SX,
28.217 - VE2TEN, 28∙220 - 5B4CY,
28∙224 - HG28HA,
28∙225 VE8AA,
28∙230 - ZL2HMF,
28∙235 - VP9BA, 28∙238 - OA4CK,
28∙237 LA5TEN,
28∙245 - A9XC, 28∙252 - VE7TEN,
28∙260 - VK5WI, 28∙270 - ZS6PW,
28∙280 - YV5AYV,
28∙285 - VP8ADE,
28∙287 - W80MV,
28∙888 - W6IRT.
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OVER THE HUMP AND INTO HISTORY - the last flight of #42-107270.
(Continued from "Mercury" No.69, 7/81)
Parachute jumps were especially dangerous over the Hump route even in daylight, and night jumps
were even more so. In daylight, a jumper had some chance of choosing his landing spot. At night he
might land in a tree or be impaled on a clump of bamboo, land in a river and drown, or simply
plummet straight to the ground beneath an unopened 'chute - parachutes were just as prone to the
weather problems as other equipment. Still there was little choice for the five men. It was jump and
have an even chance at survival on the ground, or stay with the plane to almost certain death.
McCallum trimmed the plane level while Crozier took the rest of the crew to the cargo compartment
and prepared to jump, but not before Spencer sent out a distress call and screwed down the sending
key. When McCallum left the cockpit for the last time, the altimeter read 17,500 feet, all engines were
dead, and the plane was dropping rapidly - a C-87 wasn't known for its gliding ability.
In the rear, McCallum found all four men still trying to get the door off - it had opened about two
feet and jammed. McCallum and Crozier wrestled it further open until it fell away from the plane.
Crozier, Spencer and probably Perram exited first (Huffman says Perram and McCallum were still
aboard when he left; McCallum says the order was Crozier, Spencer, Perram, Huffman, and
McCallum).
McCallum started to the door, realized Huffman didn't have his harness straps properly fastened, and
went back to help. They got the harness on, though it wasn't tight enough and there was little time to
adjust it. Just as Huffman snapped the final hook, the plane lurched as if going into a spin. McCallum
knew that once the plane began spinning, centrifugal force might pin them inside all the way to the
ground. He hustled Huffman out and followed immediately.
McCallum and Huffman both agree that the scene was one of urgency without panic. They also
agree that the time from cockpit to bail-out was about one minute.
McCallum hit the airstream and pulled his ripcord, expecting a long ride to the ground, since the
crew still thought they were somewhere over India, or perhaps Burma.
He felt the shock of the 'chute opening, and seconds later hit the ground and was knocked
unconscious for an indeterminate period of time. When he came to, his watch had stopped at 10:45
p.m. It was dark, but there was enough light to see that he was sitting on the edge of a precipice.
When the sun came up next morning, McCallum found himself on the side of a mountain which the
crew later decided was more than 16,500 feet high.
As McCallum took stock of his situation and checked his equipment, he took the Form 58, the sheet
signed by the parachute packer, from the 'chute bag - it was common for surviving jumpers to
personally thank the rigger. He didn't have to wait long to do that - it was his own name at the bottom.
As Assistant Parachute Officer at Jorhat, McCallum packed one parachute a month as practice. This
month, the 'chute he had packed had been the one he had jumped with.
Within an hour or two, McCallum, Crozier and Spencer had located each other by shouting. Crozier
and Spencer were together 1,000 or 1,500 feet lower than McCallum and perhaps a quarter of a mile
away.
Huffman and Perram couldn't be seen. Huffman had landed in a hole and was dangling by his
harness; he could hear the other three, but couldn't yell loudly enough to attract their attention.
Despite a badly injured left arm - possibly a broken collar-bone - he later managed to pull himself out
of the hole, but by then, McCallum. Crozfer and Spencer were gone.
Perram had landed on the far side of the peak; during the next few days he suffered frost-bitten feet,
but eventually recovered with no damage.
By the fourth day, both Huffman and Perram had been brought to Tsetang. Both men had been
found by Tibetans who already knew of the presence of the other three men in Tsetang.
McCallum, who had been studying Hindustani in his free time, was able to talk to one man in the
village - everyone else spoke a strange language he'd never heard before. The three Americans
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were unpleasantly surprised and shocked to learn that they had landed in Tibet, several hundred miles
to the north-east of Jorhat. There were no American bases - in fact, no Americans at all - in Tibet. The
nearest American base was to the south in India. on the other side of the Himalayas.
By the evening of December 2nd. 1943, Crozier, McCallum and Spencer were resting in a nearby
village called Tsetang which they had found by following a mule caravan.
For two weeks the men waited in Tsetang while the village elders sent messengers back and forth to
Lhasa, the capital city, for instructions on how to deal with the Americans. Tibet was a country
isolated not only by physical features, but also by national policy. Almost certainly no more than five
Americans had ever visited the country, though both the British and the Chinese maintained small
trade missions in Lhasa, both of which aided the flyers in their subsequent journey through Tibet.
Finally word arrived that they were to go to Lhasa, a three day trip by horse or mule.
At Lhasa they were stoned by an angry crowd of Tibetans. The Americans couldn't understand why;
up to this point, all the Tibetans had been friendly. It wasn't until they arrived at Deyki Lingka, home
of Mr. and Mrs. George Sherriff of the British Trade Mission, that George Sherriff explained the
problem: When the plane had circled the lights of the strange city weeks earlier, they had been over
Lhasa, the Holy City of Tibetan Buddhism and the home of the Dalai Lama, the supreme God to the
Tibetans. It was a mortal sin, according to the Tibetans, for anyone to place himself physically above
the Dalai Lama, whose home was the Potala, a palace of 1,000 rooms looming high above Lhasa. The
Americans, unknowingly, had been guilty of a religious transgression.
Because of this sin, fanatical monks were agitating the Tibetan populace in Lhasa, and the Tibetan
government insisted it could not be responsible for the safety of the Americans in Lhasa. After only
three days in Lhasa (spent inside Deyki Lingka for safety) they were escorted to the edge of Lhasa by
a crowd of Chinese officials and Mr. and Mrs. Sherriff, as well as other members of the British
Mission.
On their first day in Lhasa, Reggie Fox AC4YN, an expatriate Englishman who later married a
Tibetan woman, sent a radio message to China informing authorities that all five men were safe.
(McCallum has the telegram received by his mother after the plane was lost, reporting him missing,
and another a few weeks later after Fox's message was received).
Fox's station AC4YN, was a powerful one, and Fox was able to work as far as Indiana, USA, with
the equipment, which probably was powered by a small hydro-electric plant on a river about eight
miles from Lhasa. (In the mid-Thirties, a Tibetan named Rangang, an engineer educated in England
seems to have almost single-handedly built the power plant, which may have been under contract
from General Electric Corporation. Another source says the unit was diesel, but since fuel would have
to be carried in over the mountains by mule, the hydro unit seems to be more reasonable. There were
no autos or trucks, or, in fact, wheeled vehicles of any kind, in Lhasa - except for two circa 1920 autos
which no longer ran.)
On the edge of Lhasa, the Americans said good-bye to their newly-met British friends and to the
Chinese, and guided by two Tibetan soldiers and a Tibetan cook who spoke some Hindustani, set out
for India. On the journey, McCallum served as the group's interpreter through the cook.
Fifty-two days after bailing out of the plane, the five men were back in Jorhat, by way of Darjeeling
and Calcutta. Theirs is believed to have been the second longest "walk-out" of any downed crew in
World war 11 - the longest was 93 days.
In 1980 four of the crewmen were still living. Crozier lives in Texas, Spencer went back to Long
Island. Huffman is retired and lives in the state of Washington. McCallum, who makes his living as a
corporate chief pilot, lives in Pennsylvania. William Perram was killed on his first flight after
returning from Tibet.
George Sherriff died at his home in Ascreavie, Scotland, in 1967. His wife, Betty, died in 1979.
Reggie Fox, still in Tibet in 1948, has dropped from sight.
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As for the airplane, #42-107270, she had crashed not far from Tsetang. While the men waited in
Tsetang for instructions from Lhasa, they were taken out to the wreckage. The aircraft came down on
the edge of the Tsangpo River, which becomes the Brahmaputra in India and flows through Jorhat.
As the men watched, hordes of Tibetans savaged the hulk of the plane for usable metal. One man
tried to carry away part of the radio gear but found it too heavy to manage. He seized an axe, hacked
the unit in half, and proudly carted away the pieces.
Like many another wreck farther south in India or Burma, the skeleton of #42-107270 may still rest
along a river bank in a distant country which few Americans have ever seen.

SUPPORTING THE G4EEC QUAD WITH A G4EEC MAST.
G4EEC/1176.
A recent edition of "Mercury" contained details of the G4EEC Quad, and it is felt that
members may be interested in the G4EEC mast now in use at this station. A comparison can be made
regarding cost of this and some of the so-called "low-cost" masts. The Western ULTIMAST goes to
about 30 feet and, with a 2-inch diameter top section costs, in round figures, about £230. That is
considered "low cost".
A post mounting 25 feet WESTOWER costs about £350. The ULTIMAST has to be guyed for HF
beams. Both need massive concrete blocks for the base about 1∙25 Metres square and about 1 Metre
thick.
My 3∙5 Metre ladder, for a 24 feet mast, cost me around £39. If I had gone for a 28 feet mast it
would have cost me about £49. The bottom section is guyed with four guys to S.H. galvanised iron
pipe stakes with galvanised iron wire guys tied off with nylon cord. The base block is concrete, 18
inches cubed.
N.B. - My 33 feet mast is guyed in exactly the same manner (it is of 2 inch square softwood) and the
guys and stakes and nylon cord have not been renewed in 18 years and are still sound and in fine
shape. The site is exposed and the mast has stood undamaged through gales which have ripped castiron guttering out of it's sockets and thrown it into the middle of the lawn!!. With this type of support
for the lower section the whole of the extra cost - above the cost of the ladder - need not exceed £20,
and should be much less.
There is no winch. The top section is hauled up and down by a double purchase line and pulleys, the
same line and pulleys are used for controlling the tilt after telescoping the mast to minimum height.
The winch idea may be attractive but surely lowering and tilting the mast is a job rarely done. This
mast will support the two-band Quad recently described and is ideal for the VK2ABQ -flat- beam
described in "RadCom" and elsewhere. With four extra guys to the same stakes it will hold one of the
big commercial beams as well as any other tower, at a fraction of the cost.
Regarding appearance. Looked at from the side it is no more offensive than a mast and less
offensive than a tower. From the front it has the same visual impact as a tower. In my opinion it is
essential to paint it dark green or lightish grey, with a couple of coats. Painting both sections took me
two hours total for two coats applied by brush.
Certain essential work is necessary. Two pairs of brackets have to be made from strip steel about 1
inch wide; one for support, the other for the hinge. 3 off 3/8-inch rods have to be cut; 2 brass and one
steel or brass. The existing lugs on the ladder have to be straightened out and drilled 3/8-inch diameter
(quite easy to do). A steel or aluminium extension tube has to be bolted to the top rungs to take the
antenna fixing fittings, but all other work involved such as fitting the antenna or rotator or installing
the base block and fixing the guys are necessary even if you buy the most expensive type tower and
should not be considered when comparing the labour involved.
With the ladder extended and two of the overlap adjacent rungs lashed with nylon cord to prevent
telescoping ensure that the back-up rope and pulley are correct as an additional safeguard. The rope
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Reversing this drill will restore the rig to the original position. The rungs will support safely a 16stone man with a good safety margin but, in the interests of safety, the work should be done by
climbing the FIXED ladder and always making sure that the ties and the pulley fixings are secure. The
double purchase tackle makes the work easy and the moving pulley is easily passed up and down the
spaces between fixed and moving rungs.
N.B. In normal use the ladder has a minimum overlap of two rungs. I am trying out this overlap. but
the drawing allows for a three rung overlap, just to be safe. The idea of a nylon cord lashing round
two adjacent rungs may seem crude as an added insurance against telescoping but it is simple,
adequate and quick. Other methods mean more mechanical construction and complication. All the
fixings and alterations do not affect the use of the ladder as a ladder, and the XYL can sell it as a
ladder "after I'm gorn" (which at my age can't be long!!!). (The OWL informs us that Ken is a very
young 72!!! - Ed.).
I may not have told you that my reason for making this mast is that my XYL has finally jibbed at
helping me raise and lower the heavy 19 feet fir tree pole that, at present, supports the Quad. Initially,
I overcame this problem by using the ladder (the trade-name of which. by the way, is "Mercury") to
support the pole during lowering. I was impressed by the strength of the ladder and things developed
from there. In the above design careful consideration to engineering principles have been followed
and I am convinced that there is a tendency, in ham circles, to go much further than is necessary with
guys and anchors. I find stout galvanised iron wire and pipe stakes will support a house if properly
used, and nylon cord ties - also acting as insulators - will take huge toads and last for at least 20
Years. Mine have!.

ESCAPE…

G3DPS/0090.
The only German Serviceman P.O.W. to make an escape and a "Home Run" during WW II was
Oberleutnant Franz von Werra, a member of the Luftwaffe. He was flying a Me 109 over Maidstone,
Kent, when he was shot down in September 1940. Transferred to Grizedale Hall in the Lake District
he made his first escape attempt two weeks after arrival. He was captured by the Home Guard but got
away from them. He was eventually caught near Eskdale. It was decided to move him to a higher
security camp and he eventually arrived at a P.O.W. Camp near Swanwick, Derby. It was from here
that he tunnelled his way to freedom and, posing as a shot down Dutch flyer, he entered Hucknall
R.A.F. station and requested a plane to "get back to his station at Dyce, near Aberdeen". Whilst
getting ground crew member to explain the controls of a Hurricane, he was again arrested. It was
decided to send him to Canada and he eventually arrived in Halifax, Nova Scotia. A special train was
laid on to take the P.O.W's to their camp near Lake Ontario. It was from this train that von Werra
again escaped and made his way to the (then) neutral United States. He arrived exhausted near
Ogdensburg, New York State and was eventually repatriated to Germany.

DID YOIJ KNOW.....?
That during WW II 'X' Troop of 10 Commando was composed of Germans?
That the crystal controlled No. 46 Set in use during WW II was devised by (then) Major Cole, Royal
Signals, (later) Major-General E. C. Cole, CB CBE and (now) President of The Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society. General Cole also helped develop the handcart, used as a general means of
transport, particularly for heavy sets. This was developed in conjunction with the Triang Toy
Company.
During WW II there was a Unit known as The First Commando Fiji Guerrillas?
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CW PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES.
G3XSN/0343.
(A short while ago our sister journal "Jimmy" was looking for contributions from members and Bert
kindly came up with an article with the above title. It made a lot of sense and interesting reading and
this was recognised by the Australian publication "Amateur Radio Action", who requested and
received reprint permission. A copy was sent to Bert who sent it along with his agreement to publish
in "Mercury". Whether you are an "old hand" with a Morse key or just thinking about becoming a G4,
you will find the following helpful. Thanks to Bert, the VK/ZL Chapter and "Amateur Radio Action"
- Ed.).
Morse Telegraphy is supposed to be the transmission of intelligence by means of the Morse Code.
Whilst I do not profess to be an expert (some members would argue this point - Ed.). I guess that poor
old Samuel Morse must have turned over in his grave many times listening to the amateur bands.
As far as I know, CW is still based on a 3 : 1 ratio at about 15 words per minute.
An operator with a slow steady clean cut method of sending has a big advantage over the poor
operator. Good sending is partly a matter of practice, but patience and judgement are just as important
qualities of an operator as a good "fist". Operating knowledge of Standard Procedures and some Net
"know-how" are necessary.
The best operators, both using 'phone and CW, observe certain operating procedures which are
regarded as standard practice.
Calls
"VK2NLE, VK2NLE, VK2NLE de G3XSN, G3XSN, G3XSN, AR"..... A long call is unnecessary,
and only causes frustration.
CQ is the general enquiry call. The length of repeated calls is carefully limited in intelligent amateur
operating. CQ is not used when testing or when the operator is not expecting or looking for an answer.
Never send CQ "blind". Listen to the transmitting frequency first. If nothing is heard, then ask
"QRL?" ("Is this frequency in use, please?") It does no harm to enquire a couple of times before
putting out a call.
The directional CQ.
To avoid useless answers and lessen QRM, every CQ should be made informative, where possible.
Do NOT answer calls not applicable to you. Amateurs who do not raise stations easily may find that
their sending is poor, their calls badly timed, or their judgement in error.
When conditions are right to bring in signals from the desired locality, you can call them with
SHORT calls at about the same frequency with breaks to listen. This will raise stations with minimum
time and trouble.
Answering a call.
After contact is established, decrease the use of call-signs of both stations to once or twice.
When a station receives a call but does not receive the call letters of the sending station, the call
"QRZ?" may be used. It means "By whom am I being called?". QRZ should NOT be used in place of
CQ.
Ending signals and sign-off.
The ending signals AR, K, KN, SK and CL are often confused. AR means end of transmission. It is
recommended after a call to a specific station before contact has been made, e.g. "ZL1AXM (sent
three times) de G3XSN (sent three times) AR".
K means to go ahead (any station). Recommended after CQ and at the end of each transmission
during a QSO, when there is no objection to others breaking in. e.g. .CQ CQ CQ de G3XSN K" or
"VK4XY de G3XSN, K".
KN - Go ahead (specific station), all others keep out. Recommended at the end of each transmission
during a QSO, or after a call, when calls from other stations are not desired, and will not be answered,
e.g.VK6PG de G3XSN KN.
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SK - means end of a QSO. Recommended before signing last transmission at end of QSO, e.g.
VK2DDW de G3XSN SK.
CL - means "I am closing down my station". Recommended when a station is going off the air to
indicate that it will not listen for further calls, e.g. VK4CD de G3XSN SK CL or SK VK4GD de
G3XSN CL.
R - means transmission received as sent. Use 'R' only when all is received correctly.
Repeats.
When most of the transmission is lost, a call should be followed by correct abbreviations to ask for
repeats. When a few words on the end of a transmission are lost, the last word received correctly is
given, then send "AA?", meaning "all after". This invites the station to repeat again ALL after the last
word correctly received.
When a few words at the beginning of a transmission are lost, then send "AB?" ("all before") and
send the word that was received correctly.
The quickest way to ask for a fill in the middle of a transmission is to send the last word received
correctly. Another way is to send "BN" (word) and (word)". Do NOT send Words Twice (QSZ)
unless it is requested. Do NOT send QRM or QRN when you mean QRS.
Good Practices.
1) The letter 'R' is often used in place of a decimal point, or the colon in time designation e.g. 2R30
p.m.
2)
A long dash is sometimes sent for zero.
3)
For best results send at medium speed.
4)
Send evenly, with proper spacing.
5)
No excuses for, "poor or garbled copy".
6)
Good operators do not anticipate.
7)
Swing, in a fist is not the mark of a good operator.
8)
Unusual words are sent twice.
On good sending.
Think about your sending a little. Are you satisfied with it?. You should not be, ever, Nobody's
sending is perfect, and therefore every operator should continually strive for improvement. Do you
ever run letters together, like Q for MA, or P for AN - especially when you are in a hurry?. Practically
everyone does at one time or the other.
Tape record your QSOs and play them back to yourself. Can you read what you send?. If possible
use an inked tape recorder. This will really show up your faults.
Not long ago I was trying to copy an amateur's call sign. He was sending "VI2ZZ". What he meant
to send was "I2ZZV". This is very had practice. When conditions are poor, don't continue repeating
irrelevancies instead of "guts". Do not send Name, Name, Name 11 times, send Bill, Bill, Bill or
Liverpool, Liverpool, instead of QTH 1,000 times.

WHO DRINKS WATER... ETC.?.
Many thanks to all those members who sat down and worked out the quiz we pinched from "Jimmy".
All answers were correct although some found things more difficult than others. At least three
members went to the trouble of laying out their method of arriving at the final answer.
The answers were:
1. French Yellow D.V.M's
Car
WATER
2, German Blue
Scopes
Motor Cycle
Tea
3. English Red
Signal Gens Bicycle
Milk
4. Spaniard Black
Counters
Walks
Orange
5. Japanese Green
Dist. Analysers
BUS Coffee.
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WANTED
WANTED
WANTED
WANTED
WANTED
WANTED
**********************************************************************************
***
Major Mike Taylor, G3UCT (RSARS 0226) asks for help in adding to his collection of "suitcase"
type sets and associated literature, instruction manuals, etc. Particularly sought are any parts for the
Type 3 Mark 2 (The "B2") such as manual, spares box, antenna, key, phones, mains plug adaptors and
conversion pins, etc. Also sought is a complete "B2 Minor" (Type A Mark 3) and the following sets;
Mk 119, Mk 122, Mk 128, Mk 217, BP3 (Polish), AR11 and A3. Incomplete or damaged sets
welcome. Mike also has a considerable collection of wartime and early post-war instruction manuals,
workshop manuals, handbooks for military transmitters, receivers and transceivers. If anyone has any
such literature for disposal PLEASE DON'T THROW IT AWAY - send it to Mike at;
Wychwood, 27 Glen Road, FLEET, Hants. GU13 9QS. Tel. 02514 6998.
(Note by the OWL - Mike has now returned from Berlin and is now working in the big city (London).
He has been heard on GB3SN and is active on 2 Metres and hopes to be heard around 80 Metres "time
and neighbours permitting". Welcome home, and hope that the above request bears fruit.).
**********************************************************************************
***
AWARDS AND CONTEST NEWS.
G3EKL/ 0046.
By the time this reaches you the Society will almost be in its 21st official year. To celebrate this there
will be a "one off" 21st Anniversary Contest on the anniversary day - 23rd June 1982. Members to
work one another irrespective of band or mode. Three winners plaques - one within Zone 14, one
outside Zone 14 and an overall SWL winner. In addition, a special 21st anniversary certificate will be
made available to any member working/hearing 25 paid-up members any mode. ON 40 METRES
AND UPWARDS between 1st JUNE and 31st JULY 1982. I have quite deliberately excluded Top
Band and Eighty Metres. For both the 21st Anniversary Contest and the 21st Anniversary Certificate,
follow the usual Awards and Contests rules except that I'll accept log extracts from these Contests - I
shall not require QSL curds. PLEASE SUBMIT CLAIMS BY THE END OF AUGIJST 1982.
That's off my chest!. Let's see what has been happening since No.69 "Mercury". As I suspected, the
VHF Contest date crept quietly by and I received no more logs. So - by default, virtually, - the 1981
VHF Contest winner is Colin, G3YBT/0123. As I hinted at the AGM last June there is little point
having a Contest if nobody wants to play!!!. Maybe, in our 21st Anniversary year, there will he some
more activity so, those of you who are interested, dig out your 1982 diaries and flag June 12th and
August 14th - the RSARS VHF Contest.
Since 1st May and up to 30th September this year the following awards have been confirmed:(i) EUROPE SPECIAL SILVER
- G3MKR
(ii) EUROPE ANY MODE BASIC No. 107 - G4ETG
No. 108 - G4HYA
No. 109 - G4IYQ
(iii) EUROPE ANY MODE 1st CLASS
No. 86 - G4ETG
(iv) EUROPE ANY MODE
Sticker 250
- GSGH
Sticker 350
- G3YBT
(v) EUROPE VHF
No. 27
- G4ETG
No. 28
- G3UDX
(vi) EUROPE QRP
Sticker 20 - G3NVK
(vii)
OVERSEAS ANY MODE BASIC
No. 20 - ZL4IJ
No. 21
- VK4CD
(viii)
OVERSEAS ANY MODE 1st CLASS
No. 14 - VK4XY
No. 15
- ZL4IJ
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AWARDS AND CONTEST NEWS.
To try and tidy up the various Special Event stations members are sometimes involved with, the
following "F" (Affiliated) Numbers are available for allocation by the Awards Manager.
FØ5Ø - Any callsign for an RSGB sponsored station.
FØ51) - Any callsign for an RSARS member sponsored station.
FØ52)
FØ53 - Any RSARS HQ Station.
Any member with a QSL card for more than one callsign against F Ø5Ø, FØ51, FØ52 or FØ53 can
use those particular callsigns for "separates" for Award purposes retrospectively to 1st January 1969 that should cause some rummaging!!!.
Finally, the Society Awards Ladders are EUROPE VHF and QRP. These are shown on below.
EUROPE VHF.
1 - G3YSK, 2 - G3VIR, 3 - G3EKL, 4 - G8FVC, 5 - G3VSA,
6 - G3NT,
7 - G3KJW, 8 - G2KO, 9 - G3GEJ, 10 - G8KLO,
11 - G3MKR,
12 - G2AIH, 13 - G3ZFZ, 14 - G3ADZ,
15 - G4EMX, 16 - G8VFW,
17 - GM3VVH,
18 - G3DBU, 19 - G3VIS,
20 - G3NVK,
21 - G4DBR, 22 - G4DBY,
23- G4JKQ, 24 - G8YGV, 25- G8YFU, 26 - G3DPS,
27 - G4ETG, 28 - G3UDX.
EUROPE QRP.
1 - G2HKU, 2 - G3DNF, 3 - G3DBU. 4 - G 3FMW, 5 - G3YSK , 6 - G3BWX, 7 - G3NVK.
And with that may I wish you all a very Happy and Healthy 1982.
73
G3EKL.

TOP BAND CW NET REPORT.
G5BM/0956.
Covering the period 13 May - 23 September 1981.
'BM kindly sends along another report showing that the Top Band CW Net is still in a healthy
condition and, doubtless, looking for a few more members to join in. Why not drop in one evening?
Call in, at a speed that you can read, and besides meeting a number of new friends, perhaps collecting
a few RSARS numbers and working a bit of European DX (see below), you'll certainly be made
welcome. Try it, its great fun.
There was a lower level of support for the Net during the above period, stations participating having
dropped from 29 (last report) to 23. This was probably due to outdoor Summer activities.
Again there was no support from Overseas members but four European stations called in with
reports for members: OK1DOT, OL3AXS, DL9HAZ and FCØBA (Corsica).
The following members were active during the period:
G2BTO G3FAS G2RJ G3ADZ G3AMR G3BGM G3GZG
G3IFF G3IGY G3KLX
G3NT G3UAA
G3UPY G3XTL G3YNT
G4GHS
G4HBX
G4IHJ/A GM3IAA
GM3LWS GM3PFQ and GW3UDU.

DX QSLS.
A letter from 'ALF', G3UAA, mentions that he has a card from ZS6XC, whom many will better
know as G2CDN or Rex Toby. Many members will have heard the 5 and 9 signals that Rex puts into
the U.K. and, doubtless, like the editor, many will have called him without success. A note on the
ZS6XC QSL probably explains - Am on 21 MHz every night working pals. I will always give all
RSARS breakers a report but have no time for QSOs unless disengaged. Only call when a specific
break is made". Look for Rex from 16:30 hours GMT onwards from 21∙185 to 21∙195 MHz. Rex runs
a Trio TS-830-S and a Vee-Beam. Alf is desperately trying to get a VS9MAA card from G3YOB.
Mail to last known address remains un-answered
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Being extracts from letters from a variety
of people on a variety of subjects.
From Tom Barrett. ZL3AGB/1451 but
with an address in Farnborough, Kent.".....Arrived from ZL-land on Saturday 27-6-81. Very tired after
a long flight with no stop-overs. Route via Honolulu, San Francisco, etc. Suitcases conspicuous by
their absence on arrival at Heathrow. These had been sent to Miami, but were delivered to Kent
address on the Sunday by taxi (a big sigh of relief!!)..... Have again purchased a cycle, so you can tell
the OWL that he may soon again be hearing "G4IGE/Mobile Cycling" on 2 Metres. Will be using an
FT-207-R. Hope to be in France in early August for a few weeks and back to Farnborough in early
September. My regards to all especially "Kojak" G3KOJ who really has curly black locks and is
nothing like Kojak!. 73 to all....."
From: John. G3FTH, 136 Bush Road, Cuxton, Rochester, Kent. ME2 1HB, ".....I was first licensed
around 1949 and, until 1954, when I "turned in" my license, I was a member of The Kingston-onThames A.R.C., taking part in NFD, Contests and the like. I continued to listen to "ham"
transmissions over the years and the bug bit me again and I took the Morse Test at North Foreland last
year. This is a very interesting place to take the test as most applicants are given a conducted tour
around the station lasting about an hour. I got on the air again last Easter with a Racal "Syncal"
transceiver..... I was very interested in the article on Special Signals as I was a Special Operator
during WW II.....".
From: Alex. ZL3VJ, 10 Manurere Street, Christchurch 4. ".....It was with pride that I read the editorial
in "Mercury" 3/81, No. 68 regarding the disabled because since becoming a ham 25 years ago I
myself have become disabled and I know what ham radio has meant to me. I have a son (whose callsign is the opposite of mine - ZL3JV) who lives 130 miles south of me and we keep regular contacts
twice a week. We also kept skeds some years ago when he was 5W1AV.
A couple of years ago I fell in the shack and could not straighten my leg as I was jammed between
the bench and the wall. The result was a stainless steel replacement joint in my left knee. But at the
time of the accident I managed to get my 2 Metre rig with the aid of a walking stick and put out a call.
The station who answered was able to ring my neighbour who came in and found me and got me on
my feet …."' Alex goes on to tell of the Telethon recently held in N.Z. and enclosed a number of
newspaper clippings. This apparently made around $6,000,000 for charity.
From: Mike, G4ICC, "Sunnyside", 268 Main Road, New Duston, Northampton, NN5 6PP. "..…I had
the pleasure of taking part in the Raynet link supporting the Royal Wedding Beacon Chain. I was
stationed at the Althorpe Beacon and G3WRY (Tony) was on the next link up the chain. All seems to
have gone according to plan (well, almost) and it was a good P.R. exercise for Amateur Radio. On the
Royal Wedding Day, I worked GB2WED, which was sponsored by the Bromsgrove and District
A.R.C. - the Award Manager is G4IVJ/0095. (Perhaps the RSARS should adopt the Sappers "Ubique"
motto after (Certa Cito"!!).
I WONDER IF ANY MEMBER CAN GIVE ME DETAILS OF AN ITEM OF EQUIPMENT
USED DURING THE GERMAN OCUPATION OF GUERNSEY?. IT WAS USED TO TRANSMIT
SPEECH BY MEANS OF MODULATED PARALLEL LIGHT BEAMS UP TO DISTANCES OF 5
- 10 MILES. WAS THIS THE START OF LASER COMMUNICATIONS?. IF SO, HOW DID IT
WORK?. ALSO, WAS IT RELIABLE?. I SAW A NUMBER OF THESE RIGS AT VARIOUS
OCCUPATION MUSEUMS ON THE ISLAND AND THEY LOOKED LIKE VERY HEAVY
BINOCULARS CONNECTED TO MIKE AND HEADPHONES VIA A LARGE CONTROL BOX.
I HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO FIND ANY REFERENCE TO THIS EQUIPMENT IN ANY RADIO
BOOK.
I have recently taken up cycling again after 30-odd years. Perhaps I shall be able to work ZL3AGB
cycle to cycle mobile one day!!! (See first letter, - Ed.).
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POST BOX - Contd.
From Matthew, G4KUA, Little Etchden, Bethersden, Kent, TN26 3D5. (RSARS 1711). "Since having written to
you I have had the pleasure of a number of RSARS QSOs and today, whilst having a QSO with a 9V station,
LA2QAA RSARS 1684 heard me and called on conclusion of the contact..... DO YOU BY ANY CHANCE,
HAVE ANY KNOWLEDGE OF A SIGNALS OFFICER BY THE NAME OF DUNCAN-BROWN. HE
SERVED WITH ME IN 2 A.A. BRIGADE IN THE MIDDLE EAST IN 1942 - 1943. (I think it was 1942/43 it's so long ago!!)
P.S. On the air I call myself MATTHEW - it does not get confused with "MAC"!!.
Sincerely.
From: Dave Wicks, G3YYD..... "Hi there. Just a note to say that I am moving to a new address. This is:
6 PINE GROVE, BRICKET WOOD, ST. ALBANS, AL2 3SS.
This is about 100 yards from Des, G3ONU!!, but I am sure - we will have no trouble,
73.
From: A. Heath, G4GDR/1557, 39 Barra Close, Highworth, Swindon, Wiltshire. Can
you please place an advertisement in "Mercury" for me? I HAVE JUST FINISHED REBUILDING A B2
TRANSMITTER WHICH IS NOW IN FIRST-CLASS WORKING ORDER AND I AM TRYING TO GET
THE MATCHING RECEIVER AND P.S.U. FOR IT, CAN YOU PLEASE ASK ANY MEMBER WHO MAY
HAVE A B2 RECEIVER AND P.S.U. IN ANY STATE FOR DISPOSAL TO CONTACT ME AT THE
ABOVE ADDRESS OR ON SWINDON 762970. I also would like to acquire a Heathkit HW-8 TX/RX. Price,
details etc., to above address/phone number, please.
The little B-2 transmitter works very well and I am having tons of fun with it, but I would like to obtain a B-2
RX as well. Many thanks,
73.
From: Les, VK2NLE, 211 Hopetoun Avenue, Vauctuse 2030, N.S.W., Australia. ".....I was
thrilled to receive the GW2OP Trophy, a little embarrassed but very honoured, would you please convey to all
concerned my thanks for the Trophy....."
73.
From: Leonard, RSARS 1283, 42 Rusthall Avenue, Chiswick, W14 1BP. ",....Delighted to receive, and
delighted to read, the latest copy of "Mercury". However, on page 32, in the splendid article from G3BGM, I
would take issue with one point. British equipment, on the whole, was made to serve various purposes, and was
excellent. The WS .19 was originally planned for use in tank operations. Ideally it could he and was used in
Bren Gun Carriers as it was with the King's Royal Rifle Corps Light Infantry. Dealing with the points raised - if
"low grade chat" ensued then procedure was being sadly neglected, and it certainly was, in the early days. Use
of the WS.19 'B' Set was designed to cover distances up to, say, half-a-mile, although this was dependant upon
terrain. Whether used with a whip or long wire antenna, as a mobile or ground station, the 19 did, to my
knowledge, extremely well. The set remote control system was another useful adjunct. Getting back to
procedure, there was a report of the WS19 'B' set being heard in Australia, and this was always stressed during
training....
All my handbooks and manuals finished up at the Museum at Blandford via G5YN. However, I still retain my
WS 19 Morse key labelled "J8 Prod. 1933. No. 1439. Key WT 8 Amp. No. 2....." 73.
(Service equipment does seem to get freely "adapted" to serve in roles which were never intended. Many years
ago your editor fitted B 44's which were from A.A. Gun-site control nets into Land Rovers for Military Police
communications, WS62s into Auster aircraft for AOP reports, and the AM VHF C43 sets (again ex-A.A.) on a
mountain top as back-to-back VHF Repeaters. Perhaps the strangest "misuse" of Service equipment was when a
certain Canadian Foreman of Signals fed the P.A. mic. input through a 1 + 1 upper channel and made the CO's
address sound like a chipmunk lecture!!).
LETTERS FOR PUBLICATION ARE ALWAYS WELCOME. ADDRESS INSIDE FRONT COVER
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POST BOX - Contd.
From: G.F. Angell, G4CDA, 44 Queensmead, Bedgrove, Aylesbury, Bucks. ".....Hope to be back on
the air shortly - All I need is another 4 hours in addition to the present 24 in each day!. T.A. not so
busy at the moment but gardening is taking up a lot of the time. Anyway I have a new aerial in the
process of erection so, who knows, any day now it may be "Hello World"!.....".
From B.H. Whitehead, G8XPQ, 8 Old Rectory Green, Fladbury, Pershore, Worcs. "..…With effect
from 28th September 1981 my correspondence address during term time will become: ROOM 123
GILWELL HOUSE, TAVISTOCK PLACE, PLYMOUTH, DEVON. I have recently completed my
'A' Levels and shall be studying at Plymouth Polytechnic in the field of Electronic Engineering, and
hope to run my 2 Metre station from that QTH.
Having now been an associate member for over a year now I must tell you how much I enjoy
reading "Mercury" and feel that I could become more involved in the Society's activities when I take
the plunge and get my G4*** license.…." (Good Luck with the 'A' ticket, Brian - Ed.).
A "Late Extra" letter comes from Tom, ZL3AGB, who has been "doing his stuff" as G4IGE/Bicycle
Mobile. "…..A brief note to say hello before I set off back to New Zealand. I've had almost perfect
weather for the past nine weeks and have cycled 2,000 miles. I have visited friends in Lowestoft, then
up to relations in Yorkshire and over the Pennines to Cheadle Hulme and Chester. From Chester back
down South to Stroud and east to Dover where I crossed to Boulogne. My travels then took me to
Clermont-Ferrand and then north to St. Malo. This was followed by another sea crossing for a few
days in Jersey and a visit to Guernsey.
In Jersey I was very pleased to find my visit coincided with a visit of the Band of The Royal Corps
of Signals so was able to attend performances and made myself known to the Director of Music and
the Corporal Flautist. Another sea crossing to Weymouth and I made my way to friends in Sevenoaks
and now back to Farnborough. So it is now back to N.Z. with a good tan after all that cycling and a
three months growth of hair - the XYL is sure going to he busy with the clippers.
I should add that during my travels I was using the Youth hostels for overnight accommodation and
found some of the French Hostels very "interesting". It is something of a shock to the system when a
young German Lass comes in to the wash-rooms and strips off for a shower!!. Highly dangerous when
one is trying to keep a steady shaving hand!!!.
73.
(I hope this does not mean that RSARS activity will reach an all-time "low" as members rush off to
tour France! - Ed.).
The type of letter we like to receive, and one which makes all the effort of producing "Mercury" well
worth while, comes from P. Wilson, who is GW3BGP/RSARS 0326, and writes to tell us that he will
be changing his address (from October 30th, 1981) to "Bryn Gwyn", Verwig Road, Cardigan, Dyfed,
SA43 1PL. (Seeing that John's previous Postal Code was SA43 1PZ it would appear not to have been
a big QSY - the OWL). The main reason for the letter was to include the following: "The pulling
power" of Mercury was well illustrated by No. 69 which raised an old colleague from the dead. I had
lost touch and believed he was killed in the Middle East in action. Without any warning he popped up
as a new member 1507, VE3WA, having been in Canada since 1948!.
He is Edward G. ("Bill") Williams and an exchange of letters confirmed that we were both
Middlesex Yeomanry, had been on the same courses together, in fact the same old Bill Williams
resurrected from 35 years ago. I wonder now if there are any more Middlesex Yeomanry who joined
in the early months of 1939 at The Duke of York's Headquarters Chelsea, and who might still be
lurking in the shadows. The original gang were badly split up during hostilities…..". Best Wishes
John.
LETTERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME, AND MAY BE PUBLISHED UNLESS ENDORSED
"NO'T FOR PUBLICATON".
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IT'S STILL A SMALL WORLD.....!!.
G4IYB/1565.
In a letter to the editor Bill tells of another instance of meeting up again after several years.....
I" was intrigued with "A Family Again" (last 'Mercury') since, although not exactly "family" the
"Mercury" arrived on the day of a similar singular event.
When 48 Tele. Op. Sec. opened up on 12 September 1939 at HQ 1 L of C Sub--Area in the Casino
Cherbourg we had an interpreter assigned to the Section - Jacques Baume, a Warrant Officer in the
French Signals. Jacques looked after the tricky things and guided us since, after all, it was all new and
strange to us and with such novelties as "Traffic Lights, Red, Houses, for the use of", and he became
one of the happy family.
I left Cherbourg on Christmas Eve 1939 for HQ L of C, Le Mans and then to the UK, and although I
returned to France in 1940 it was to other parts. We corresponded and he sent me three photos of
himself and family endorsed Laives, 25-12-39. Then, with our "advance" back to the UK in 1940 we
naturally lost touch - and so it had been ever since.
Somehow those three photos went with me throughout WW2, during which time my home and
personal possessions evaporated, and from time to time since I have wondered what happened to
Jacques. Over the years I had endeavoured, unsuccessfully, to pinpoint Laives. In July 1980 when in
QSO with F2WL (note call-sign - Ed") I asked my usual question as to the location of Laives, without
avail. However, almost a year later, I received his QSL, with " note, "Well, you were looking for a village called Laives, didn't you?. I found it, it is near Chatons-surSaone and it is where F3WL lives (or stays in Summer).
A reference to the Call-book and - Jacques Baume in Maisons Laffitte near Paris. Letters were
exchanged and this Tuesday we managed a 40 Metre QSO - almost 42 years to the day since the
lastl!!!. Now I find, just to bring things really home, F3WL is RSARS 1162 - but how was I to
know??....
(Jacques is our only licensed French member and we are pleased to be able to report the above "reunion". It is hoped that many more members can meet Jacques on 80 or 40 Metres. It is hoped that
members will take the opportunity of mentioning "RSARS" at the end of overs - it is surprising when
and where you find other RSARS members!!).

TOMMY ATKINS.
G3DPS/0090.
(The following notes were composed from details contained in "Tommy Atkins - The story of the
English Soldier" by John Laffin, published in hardback by Cassell, London to whom all
acknowledgements are made.)
Mention "Tommy Atkins" and virtually everyone will think of a British Soldier (Other Rank - never
Officers!) and a large percentage, if asked, would tell you that the name was used by the Duke of
Wellington when approving certain military pay documents sent to him at Walmer Castle.
This may well be true as copies of the sample pay document still exist at the R.A.M.C. Historical
Museum as a page which was included in paybook issued to Thomas Fisher of 9 Company, 14th Foot
(West Yorkshire Regiment). Private Fisher was born in 1795 and attested on 2nd December 1813.
The sample page shows that the legendary "Tommy Atkins" was born on 1st January 1784 in the
parish of Odiham, Hampshire (about 3 miles from the writers QTH). He was 5 feet 8-1/4 inches tall
with a fair complexion, light brown hair and "hazel" (sic) eyes. His face was "oval", he had a scar
above his left eye and a mole on his right cheek. He served in The Surrey Rangers from 25th May
1802 to 18th February 1804 when his Unit was disbanded. He then enlisted "for limited service" with
the 4th Regiment of Foot from 5th July 1806 until 10th August 1813 when he was discharged. He
then joined the 1st Battalion, 23rd Regiment of Foot on 10th May 1815 "for unlimited service".
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TOMMY ATKINS - Contd.
He received a Bounty of £7-7s and put his mark ("X") as a receipt for same. He also received one
guinea (£1-1s) when he attested at Salisbury, a further £2-12s "on intermediate approval at Taunton"
and, finally. £3-13s-6d "on final approval at Bristol".
Not bad for a soldier who never existed!. Or did he???. Back in 1743 a letter sent from Jamaica
reporting a mutiny among hired soldiery said "Except for those from N. America (mostly Irish
Papists) ye Marines and Tommy Atkins behaved splendidly".
It has also been said that the Duke of Wellington (when Arthur Wellesley) was visiting soldiers after
the Battle of Boxtel against the French In the Netherlands when he saw a 6 feet 3 inches Grenadier
who was dying of three wounds, a sabre-cut to the head, a bayonet wound in the chest and a bullet
through the lung. When Wellesley approached the Grenadier looked up and said "Don't worry, Sir, it's
all in a day's work". Wellesley was so impressed that he asked the soldier's name. It was, apparently,
Thomas Atkins. It is said that the Duke never forgot this incident and used the name years later as a
"sample" soldiers name.
It is also reported that during the Indian Mutiny in 1857 a Private of the 32nd Regiment (The Duke
of Cornwall's Light Infantry) was on sentry duty at an outpost of the British Residency at Lucknow.
Civilians fleeing to the protection of the Residency walls during an attack urged the sentry to join
them. He declined, saying that he could not leave his post until relieved. He was overwhelmed and
killed by the attackers. It appears that his name, too, was you've guessed it - Tommy Atkins.

THE SYSTEM.

G3DPS/0090.
After leaving the Service and settling at the editorial address "Beirnfels", Old Odiham Road, Alton,
Hants, (and not as one member put it "Beirnfels", Old Odiham Road, Catterick Garrison, North
Yorkshire!), I began to think about my Postal Code. I visited the Head Post Office in Alton and asked
for my Code. The young lady obtained "the Postal Code Book" and, after several minutes thumbing
through the pages, announced "I'm afraid you haven't got one, Sir".
Now, I understood that a Postal Code was as important as, say, a National Insurance Number for,
without those magic letters and figures, one did not, postal-wise, exist. "How do I get a Postal Code?"
I asked. A postman passing behind the counter said "Where do you live?". I gave him the address.
"Oh, that's an easy one. You're GU34 4BP". Just like that!. No books, no lists, no references. "I
appreciate your help, but I would like it OFFICIALLY" I said. "OK" he replied "Send the card to the
Postal Code Section Headquarters at Guildford". As he disappeared through the door to the Sorting
Office he added "And they'll tell you it's GU34 4BP". I picked up the card, thanked the staff, filled it
in and posted same. A few days later- a reply!. "Your Postal Code is GU34 4BP" it said. "So the
Postman was right" I thought. Then I saw the extra information written by hand at the bottom of the
card. "However, you are using the wrong address. Your address should be "Beirnfels", Upper Anstey
Lane, Shalden, Hants, GU34 4BP". Well!, Upper Anstey Lane does join the Old Odiham Road
nearby, but the small village of Shalden is farther away than the town of Alton. I decided that I would
compromise - I would use MY address and THEIR Postal Code!. This has always worked well until a
short while ago when I had occasion to change my car. That fount of all knowledge, DVLC at
Swansea returned my documents - with a new Postal Code, GU34 4BU!!!. Apparently GU34 4BP,
despite what the Post Office, the local postman and the Postal Code Department said, is wrong. The
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Centre said so!!!.
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In order to conserve space and try to catch up with the ever-increasing back-log of new member
details, the following "welcome" format will be used: NAME * CALL-SIGN * RSARS No. *
OTHER CALLS HELD * ADDRESS * OTHER CLUBS, ETC. * SERVICE DETAILS *
AMATEUR RADIO DETAILS * OTHER HOBBIES, ETC. * WOULD LIKE TO CONTACT *
OTHER POINTS.
TED BOWEN (ex gunner 24058077) * G4JKU * 1530 * G8UUQ * 40 Grange Road, Ibstock,
Leicestershire, LE6 1LF * Secretary of Lichfield A.R.S. * 1965-1966 2nd Field Regt. R.A. at
Munster, West Germany. Radio Operator HQ Battary. Served with Royal Signals in Germany * NIL *
NIL * NIL *.
STEPHEN ALISTAIR MORRIS * A22SM * 1531 * NIL * Botswana police radio workshops, Box
10017, Gaborone, Botswana, Southern Africa * Botswana Police A.R.C. (A22BP) * Royal Signals,
8th Signal Regiment 1961, 235 Signal Squadron, Malta, 1962-1965, 14th Signal Regiment 19651970. 9 years service terminating in the rank of sergeant * RAE passed 1965 but did not apply for
U.K. call-sign. Equipment - Collins KWM-2-A. * Photography * Any Royal Signals stations (Or ex
Royal Signals). Also interested in Net operation *
WAYNE ERIC RATCLIFFE * NIL * 1532 * NIL * 24543308 Signalman Ratcliffe, W.E., 1
Squadron PT48, Vimy Barracks, 8th Signal Regiment, Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire.* NIL *
Enlisted 8th October 1980 for training as a technician. * NIL * War Gaming, World War II history,
Cycling, Judo * Mark Christianson in the London area (call-sign not known), also members of the
Torbay Amateur Radio Club *
DEREK JAMES BRABROOK * NIL * 1533 * NIL * 38 Orchard Park, Laugharne, Dyfed, South
Wales * NIL * Enlisted on 26 June 1979 into Royal Signals at Ouston, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. *
Grandfather was a radio amateur, Short Wave listening, Electronics and Shooting * NIL.
WILLIAM BARTLETT, G8UVB * 1534 , NIL * 48 Barrymore Walk, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8YF *
Marconi Amateur Radio Society, Radio Society of Great Britain * T.A.V.R. R.E.M.E. "see attached
form" (unfortunately we do not have the attached form to hand!) * Issued with G8UVB on 31st
January 1980. hoping for a G4 call-sign soon * NIL * NIL *
CYRIL FREDERICK TURNER (known as "Fred") * G4AG * 1535 * NIL * 56 Westwood Avenue,
Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4NU * Radio Society of Great Britain (since 1935) * Period of service 24
December 1941 (no Xmas leave, Fred!?) until 20 April 1946. Special enlistment into Royal Signals as
a Class 'A' Special Operator. S.C.U. 3 Hanslope, Buckinghamshire. Later instructor at unit HQ
Training School, Barnet, Herts. * 1935 - BRS 1891, 1936 - Artificial Aerial License 2ATU, 1938 full call as G4AG. Operation on HF bands (mainly 7 MHz CW) plus 2 metre F.M. * Coarse fishing
and gardening , ex-members of Special Communications Units Nos 1 and 3.
ALBERT ERNEST HALL- , G8OTU , 1536 * NIL * 39 West Road, West Road, Congleton,
Cheshire, CW12 4HH * Radio Society of Great Britain, Congleton Radio Club * Served as Corporal
with HQ R.E.M.E. Inspectorate. Service No. 23002456. Served in Dusseldorf, Germany * Interested
in Amateur Radio, Home-brewing, etc., since 1950. Present main interests lie with 2 Meters mobile
and portable and 70 cms operating. Has an interest in C.W. Chairman of the Congleton Amateur
Radio Club for the past two years. Special interest in setting up Special Event Stations at carnivals
and radio functions. * Military topics, flying, parachuting and supporting charities. * G8UDM.
LEONARD WILLIAM RUSS (known as "Glen") * G8MWR * 1537 * 81 Ringwood Highway,
Coventry, West Midlands, CV2 2GT * Radio Society of Great Britain * National Service 1st
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September 1949 until.13th March 1951. No. 22178500. Radio Mechanic A III. Trained at Catterick
then posted to East Africa. First to Nanyuki (Northern Command) then to 54 (?) Line of
Communication Signals at Nairobi. Was Engineer in charge of the Radio Teleprinter Receiver Station
(C.F.S.). * Interested only in VHF and Microwave. On 144 MHz run a TS-700-G either into a 350
watts linear to a 10-element yagi for S.S.B., or into a 100 watts linear to a 3-1/2 wavelength colinear.
Also an FT-24 with a 5/8 wavelength for mobile use. On 432 MHz equipment is an FT-221 into a 100
Watts linear to a 48-element multi-beam for S.S.B., or an 18-element yagi for F.M. On 1296 MHz use
is made of a transvertor from the FT-221 into an 80 watts linear and 2 double 15-element yagis. At 10
GHz Glen runs 50 mw with a gunn diode and an 18" dish on transmit with a separate RX fed by
another 18" dish. Member of VHFCC. Holder of the micro-wave award and a four metre and down
award on 1296 MHz * Photography and Music * Anyone who may remember him.
BRIAN VANN GRIFFITN (22673830) * NIL * 1538 * NIL * 14 Ystwyth Close, Penparcau,
Aberystwyth, Dyfed. SY23 3RU. * I.E.E.T.E. * National Service 15th May 1952 to 6th May 1954.
Trade : Driver/Electrician B III. Training Units in Baghdad Lines, Catterick Camp, Loughborough,
Ripon from 15th May 1952 until 21st January 1953, then to Able Troop, 1 Squadron, 1st Infantry
Division Signal Regiment. M.E.L.F. 27 (22/1/53 - 17/4/54). T.A. Service with 9th Ind. Armoured
Brigade Signals Squadron (TA) in Rugby from 6/5/54 to 9/4/56. Recalled for Suez crisis as a reservist
from August 1956 until February 1958. * Interests mainly in S.W. listening at the moment but
amateur radio interest developing. * Mainly genealogy (when time permits) and a variety of interests
ranging from hill walking to pipe organs both cinema and church. * NIL.
DONALD SHIRREFF (LIEUT. TEMP. CAPTAIN) * G3BGM * 1539 * G5MC (1935/36) DL2HK
(1947/56) * Wrightsbridge, Lower Wanburough, Near Swindon, Wiltshire, SN4 0AR. * British
Astronomical Association, Achilles Club. * June 1939 - April 1940 : Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire Light Infantry as a Private and Lance Corporal in the Signals Section. April 1940
October 1940 : Signals Cadet Training Battalion, Aldershot. November 1940 - March 1942 : Mobile
Section. 1 S.W.G. (Egypt and Western Desert) as Lieut. March 1942 - September 1945 : as OC 110
S.W. Section attached to 30 Corps (North Africa, Malta, Sicily, Italy up to Cassino, Normandy, then
with 7th U.S. Army until end of European War). January 1947 - April 1956 : civilian with Foreign
Office German Section, and later War Office in Germany. April 1956 onwards : Teacher. * 1935 1936 : TX ECO + PA (59's), O-V-1 RX 2watts battery TX on 5 Metres. 1945 - 1947 : Home-brew and
German equipment. QTH was then Wantage. 1947 - 1966 : Home-brew gear plus a WS 12 and an 80
Watts German Naval CW set. 1966 - 1980 : more or less QRT. had various sets in the physics lab, at
school but find that modern kids are more interested in making disco amplifiers and certainly lack the
staying power to acquire a CW license. 1980 onwards : acquired a FT 101-ZD (If you can't beat SSB,
you might as well join it!!) * astronomy, Astro-photography, Bee-keeping, Poultry Breeding, Foreign
Travel and Languages. Also lecture in Economics and Accountancy. * CW operators and those who
have been D/F operators.
IAN JEFFREY GODLEY * NIL * 1540 * NIL * Pt 490, 8th Signal Regiment, 1 Squadron, Catterick
Garrison, Yorkshire * Exeter Canoe Club * Joined Royal Signals on 16th August 1979. came to 8th
Signal Regiment as a Radio Telegraphist and moved on to technician training in March 1980. * NIL *
Building electrical circuits and canoeing * NIL *
IAN SELLERS J.P. * G4IUI * 1541 * NIL * 26 Chester Avenue, Duxbury, Chorley, Lancashire, PR7
4AG. * NIL * 1943 : Reconnaissance Corps. 1943 - 1947 : Phantom Regiment with B.L.A. served
with British 2nd Army and American 1st Army in European campaign, attached to American 5 Corps
for recce./ liaison. * Introduced to Amateur Radio by an SWL friend in November 1978. Took R.A.E.
in May 1979 (2 credits) then the CW test in September 1979. License issued 14th October 1979. Did
not bother with G8 call-sign. Spend 90% of operating time on CW. Member of Leyland Hundred
A.R.S. * Serving magistrate since 1958 and am now Court Chairman. * NIL *.
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JAMES PAYNE * VK3AZT * 1542 * NIL * Box 105, Yarra Glen, Victoria, 3775, Australia. *
Wireless Institute of Australia * 1940 - Signal Platoon, 2/24 Australian Infantry Battalion. 1941 Base Area Signals, Australian Imperial Force, Middle East, 1942-45 - 9 Australian Division Signals in
Middle East, New Guinea and Borneo. Discharged November 1945. Regimental number VX 47228 *
Amateur Radio Operators Certificate of Proficiency No. V193. Prefers CW * Secretary Yarra Glen
Rural Fire Brigade, woodworking. * Anyone who attended the No. 9 refresher course held October to
December 1941 at the Signal School at Naadi (Cairo).*
MURRAY ROTHWELL BLOOMFIELD * VK3NOV * 1543 * VAJ 541 (Citizens Band Radio
Service) * 12 Park Street, Bendigo, Victoria, Australia, 3550. * Wireless Institute of Australia
(Victoria Division) Secretary Midland Zone * 294803 Sgt. M.R. Bloomfield, 6th Battalion, the Royal
Melbourne Regiment, from 18 October 1934 until 7 November 1941. Vickers Machine Gunner
Platoon Sergeant. V55775 Sgt. M.R. Bloomfield, M15 Cipher Section at Victoria Barracks,
Melbourne, from 8 November 1941 to about June 1942 when the Cipher Section from M15 was
transferred to the Royal Australian Signal Corps and located at Grosvenor, Queen's Road, Melbourne,
the HQ of the Australian Corps of Signals. Promoted Staff Sergeant 10 March 1942. Promoted WOII
15th December 1942 and this rank was confirmed 21 March 1944 (Took a B----- long time toconfirm!!). In June 1942 we were 1 Australian Cipher Section - 1 Major, 3 Captains, 12 Lieutenants, 4
WOI, WOII, 12 S/Sgts., 45 Sergeants, 1 Corporal Cook, and 12 Privates (Batmen). We certainly were
a Zebra Unit!!.
Transferred to 4 Australian Cipher Section with Headquarters New Guinea Force at Port Moresby
and embarked for that job on 11 November 1943. Served in Port Moresby until about April 1944
when I transferred to Buna Sub Base in charge of the Cipher Section there. Arrived in Lae around 30
June 1944 and was then transferred to Hollandia in charge of a high grade Cipher Section with New
Guinea Air Warning Wireless Group on 6 July 1944. Around August we were again transferred this
time to Advanced Headquarters Australian Land Forces with General Mac Arthur's Headquarters in
Hollandia, New Guinea as a Detachment of 4 and 9 Australian Cipher Section. During this time the
Authorities lost trace of us for a while but we were busy working flat out for the Yanks. Sailed from
Hollandia for Tolosa, Leyte in the Philippines on 1 January 1945. We were there three months then
sailed round to Manila in April 1945. Shipped back to Brisbane and after leave rejoined 1 Australian
Cipher Section. Served for two months in Singapore and was then honourably discharged on 9 March
1946. * A refugee from Citizens Band Radio Service (VAJ 541). Sat the amateur examination in May
1978 and passed all three subjects. Licensed 4 July 1978. * Photography, Masonic Lodge and Pistol
Shooting but due to a Coronary Occlusion had to give up the latter. I do a little philatelic work but
only for overseas people who have an interest in Australian stamps. * Anyone at any time when the
bands are open to the UK, interested in CW or SSB working, particularly Ex-cipher Operators. * NIL.
HORACE HENRY'WOODFORD * VK3BZH * 1544 * NIL * 6 Moore Street, Wangaratta, Victoria,
3677, Australia * Royal Australian Signals Association. Returned Servicemen's League (RSL) * 13
October 1939 to 15 December 1945 Active Service in 2nd, Australian Imperial Force. Saw service in
the United Kingdom, Middle East, Solomon Islands and New Guinea. Units include 6th Division
Signals, 9th Division Signals, 19th L. of C. Signals, 1st Australian Army Signals. * Obtained novice
license as VK3NQI on 31 October 1978 and full call - VK3RZH - on 10 April 1980 * Connected with
the Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind. Is a white cane worker * NIL * NIL.
PETER WILLIAM JOHN PARSONS * VK4NJQ * 1545 * Box 242, Alderley, Brisbane, 4051,
Queensland, Australia. * Brisbane North Radio Club, Wireless Institute of Australia, Royal Naval
Amateur radio Society. * Driver/Operator in Royal Artillery as 14474378. Served from 1945 until
1948. Stationed at Lanark, Salisbury (Larkhill) (4th Field Regiment and then Palestine with 651
A.O.P. Squadron until demob. In the Navy from 1949 until 1951 as aircraft mechanic armourer on
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Aircraft Carriers. Been in Australia since 1951, Painter and Glazier by trade. * Novice Operator since
1978. * Photography, Black and White, Prints, Colour Slides and Sound Movies. * "Anyone who was
in the Army at the same time as myself and possibly in Palestine. I am a general gasbag!!. anyone in
the Kent or London areas or from my UK QTH which was Bexleyheath in Kent. I was born in
London" * NIL *.
GEORGE GRAHAM DOWN * VK4XY * VK4ZGD * 1546 * 57 Gearside Street, Everton Park,
Queensland, 4053,Australia. * Served as a WOII in Royal Australian Signals from 1954 until 1967 in
Northern Command Signals Regiment, Gona Barracks, Kelvin Grove. * First licensed in 1960.
Council Member of the Wireless Institute of Australia. Past President Brisbane DX Club. Member
Amateur Advisory Committee. Holds DXCC. was a member of the Willis Island DX-pedition, 1971
(VK9NP/W), member Mellish Reef DX-pedition. 1972 (VK9JW). * CW, Digital Electronics, Yacht
Racing, Caravans. * NIL * NIL.
WALTER MARLAND POTTS * VE2QY * G3EDP * 1547 * R.R. #1, Melbourne, Quebec, Canada,
J0B 2B0. * Canadian Amateur Radio Federation. Radio Amateurs of Quebec, Ex-G Club. * Entered
service 30 May 1940 at Leeds with 46 (N.M.) Division Signals and moved to 1st Training Battalion
Royal Signals at Catterick from January until July 1941. Took G.P.O. Operator training course at
Sheffield from July until September 1940. Posted to No. 5 Close Support Bomber Control in January
1942. Served overseas from November 1942 until March 1946 in Iraq, Syria, North Africa, Sicily,
Italy and Austria with 8th Army. Repatriated in March 1946 and dcmobbed on the 6th June 1946.
Service number 2344495. * Licensed Post-War as G3EDP and emigrated to Canada in 1949. Became
VE2QY. Present equipment HW-101 and, 2-Element Quad at 56 feet. Some mobile activity with an
HW-32 on 20 metres and a HW-12 on 80 metres. * NIL * NIL *.
DAVID JOHN BROWN * BRS 42673 * NIL * 1548 * 12 Glynswood, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4JB. *
Radio Society of Great Britain * Transferred from Royal Army Ordnance Corps to 22 Signal
Regiment at Lippstadt. Posted to 15th/19th Kings Royal Hussars at Munster as a Radio Operator B
III. Demobbed at Tidworth 16th April 1968. * Awaiting results of R.A.E. at time of application and
trying to get morse speed up again. Is also a member of the South Buckinghamshire Contest Club
(G8VWA) * Radio Control of model boats * NIL * NIL *.
EDWARD, MAXWELL BANDT * VK5NMX * NIL * 1549 * 582 Cross Road, South Plympton,
South Australia, 5038. * Australian Railways Historical Society, Railways Charter Group (radio) C22.
* Served as 324391 Private E.M. Bandt with 43rd A.I.B. Citizens Military forces from 15 October
1941 until 20th July 1943 and as SX 39012 Signalman E.M. Bandt with the Australian Imperial force
37/52 A.I.B. in Trade Group II from 21st July 1943 until 23rd April 1946. On discharge returned to
civilian job with South Australian Railways as electrician on rolling stock, passenger service * Novice
Certificate 18th December 1978 as VK5NMX. Operation limited to 3∙525 - 3∙625 MHz, 21∙125 21∙200 MHz and 28∙100 - 28∙600 MHz with 30 Watts p.e.p. SSB and 80 Watts CW. Studying for full
certificate. * Steam train photography * DX stations and QSLs * aged 58 years *.
LESLIE EDWARD PALFREY * ZC4LP * G4CQX * 1550 * C/O Civilian Wing, 9 Signal Regiment,
B.F.P.O. 58. * NIL * Trained at 7 Training Regiment Royal Signals, Baghdad Lines at Catterick
during November and December 1950 and then moved to Garats Hey, near Loughborough,
Leicestershire from January to June 1951. Spent from June 1951 until November 1952 at 2 Wirelcss
Regiment in Cyprus. * NIL * NIL * NIL * Member of R.S.G.B. and the Cyprus Amateur Radio
Society. *.
PAUL MORGAN * G4JPL * G8VWY * 1551 * 13 Dickenson Road, Weston-Super-Mare, Avon,
BS23 1YW. * Radio Society of Great Britain * Joined the Army on 3rd December 1942 and
demobilised in August 1947. Served in Royal Signals as 14377739. Trained at Catterick as an
Electrician Signals and later Radio Mechanic. Served in India and Burma for three years. Attached
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to 8th Belfast Heavy Anti Aircraft Regiment. Saw service in Akyab, Madras and the North West
Frontier. * Licensed as G8VWY in February 1980 and as G4JPL in April the same year. Presently
operating on both HF and VHF runs a Trio TS-120-s (200 watts input) to a Mini-Quad for 10, 15 and
20 Metres and a vertical ground plane for all bands 10 to 80 Metres. On VHF the rig is an FDK Multi
700-E at 25 Watts which is also used in a mobile role. A member of Weston-Super-Mare Raynet *
Classical Music (plays the violin in an amateur orchestra), Freshwater Fishing, Cricket (but only
watching!), Reading and matters of health (self-help, etc.). Retired from the Civil Service (Inland
Revenue) on health grounds 4 years ago at the age of 50. * NIL * NIL *.
KEITH ELLIS * G8HGM * NIL * 1552 * 11 Ringwood Close, Eastbourne, East Sussex, BN22 8UH.
* Southdown Amateur Radio Club, Radio Society of Great Britain * Served as a National Servicman
in Royal Signals from 1951 until 1953. Part-time instructor and i/c Maintenance Workshops. Corporal
22504291. Served in R.E.M.E. T.A. from 1953 until 1958 and trained as a Radar Technician. Also
served as a Commissioned rank in the R.A.F.V.R. from 1972 until 1978. * Employed in Radio and
Data Communications. Took RAE in 1972 and first used license in 1976!. Main interest is VHF/UHF
but developing an interest in RTTY. Likes Home constructed equipment. Dislikes CB and repeaters.
* Music, Flying (about to take private pilots license), Rebuilding old 'Link' Trainers (Flight
Simulators) and electronics generally. * "in 1951 I started and was Founder Member, of unit band
(Signature tune was "Blue Moon"). Like Ccasar, I fiddled". * Would like to hear from any of the old
band members. * NIL *.
ROBIN TEW * G4JDO * NIL * 1553 * 4 Chetwode Close, Allesley Park, Coventry, West Midlands,
CV5 9NA. * Radio Society of Great Britain, British Amateur Radio Teleprinter Group, Coventry
Amateur Radio Society * National Service 1957 - 1959 in Royal Signals as a Special Operator with
10 W.T.S. and 1 Wireless Regiment. A.E.R. from 1959 until 1961 and T.A. from 1961 until 1972
with 54 East Anglian Regiment, 35 Signal Regiment and 89 Signal Squadron. * Passed RAE in May
1979 and 'A' license issued in December. Main interests CW, QRP and RTTY * General * Any
serving or Ex-serving Royal Signals members. * NIL *.
DAVID ALAN GIRLING * NIL * NIL * 1554 * 9 Anglian Way, Hopton-on-Sea, Great Yarmouth,
Norfolk. * Not a lot of detail on this one, but David is under training at Catterick and, it is suspected
fell foul of a certain recruiting type called G3EKL!!. Welcome just the same David.
BRIAN OWEN PALLLSER * G8OWF * NIL * 1555 * Details with-held at members request. *
(Members who may have requested that their details be with-held and subsequently find that this is no
longer necessary or required are invited to submit their up-to-date details to the Editor.)
JOHN OSWALD DODD * G3FJO * NIL * 1556 * 96 Lexton Drive, Southport, PR9 8QW * Radio
Society of Great Britain * From 15th September 1939 to 13th June 1946 was 2363994 Sgt. J.O. Dodd.
Prestatyn 1939 to 1941. 1941 to 1945 with 35 Operating Section, 16 L. of C. Signals, C.M.P. 1945-46
with no. 1 Telecomms Specialist Section in Germany. * Main Interest is CW Operation on the HF
Bands, Photography * NIL * NIL *.
ADRIAN HEATH * G4GDR * G8KDV * 1557 * 39 Barra Close, Highworth, Swindon, Wiltshire. *
Radio Society of Great Britain, G-QRP-Club, Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry Old Comrades Association
* Served in the Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry (TA) from April 1963 until November 1970. After initial
Training posted to 'A' echelon as driver for three years. Then passed Trade Test for Wireless Operator
and posted to Squadron Headquarters. Served in S.H.Q. for a further year before passing test as an
Armoured Fighting Vehicle Driver and then joined 3rd Troop (Sabre Troop). Spent the rest of service
in 3rd Troop as a Saladin Driver. Served in Germany with 5th Royal Tanks and Scots Greys (this
should bc Royal Scots Greys, Mr. Editor - the OWL). Trade trained at Bovington with the Royal
Armoured Corps. * QRP CW on the LF Bands and DX chasing on 20, 15 and 10 Metres. Am trying to
restore a B-2 set but so far have only the tx section. * Fishing, Electronics and activities with the
Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry Old Comrades. * Would like to contact any Permanent Staff (Signals)
attached to Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry. These would
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probably be ex 10th Hussars, or 11th Hussars for the period 1963 to 1970. Also Sgt. Sam Morrison
who was 11th Hussars and is now believed to be a G4. * NIL * NIL *.
FRANCIS JOHN WEBSTER * VK2VOX/3 at the time of application, now VK3VUW. * NIL * 1558
* Details with-held at members request.
MAJOR (RETIRED LIST) NOEL WILLIAM RODGERS * VK3ASR * NIL * 1559 * Mangiri, 120
Allison Road, Mount Eliza, Victoria, 3930, Australia. * Wireless Institute of Australia, Royal
Australian Signals Association (Victoria Branch), Victoria Military Vehicles Corps. * July 1948 enlisted in the Royal Australian Signals as 3/68037. June 1975 retired and placed on the retired list,
3rd Military District, 3905047. Units - 3 Division Signals Regiment, 2 Armoured Brigade Signal
Squadron, 3 A.G.R.A. Signal Squadron, 3 L. of C. Signal Regiment, 15 NS Training Battalion,
A.H,Q. Signal Regiment, Tels Squadron, Receiving Centre Troop and Transmitting Centre Troop,
M,G.O. Branch A.H.Q., Army Designs Establishment, Tropical Trials Unit, H.Q. 3 M.N. (S.O.
Comms.). * At present operates on all bands to 70 cms (less 6 metres). Main modes are CW and
RTTY. * Collection and restoration of equipment for the Royal Australian Signal Corps Museum,
restoration of World War II vehicles. * NIL * NIL *.
LIEUT. COL. PETER B. ANNERSON * VE1BL * VP2MBL, DL2AI, VE3AIR * 1560 * RR #5,
Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, Canada, B0K 1V0 * NIL * WW II Merchant Navy radio officer until old
enough to become ship driver in Royal Navy. Served in the Atlantic, Med., and Indian Ocean. Postwar - University, then flying airborne magnetometer surveys all over Africa. Joined Royal Canadian
Signals in June 1951. Served two tours at the Royal Canadian School of Signals and two in Signals
Regiments, one as OC 'O' Troop and one as OC 'EW' Troop. One Tour 4 Signals Squadron in
Germany. Commanded the following: Alberta Signals Squadron, CFS Alert, Camp Debert, Nova
Scotia and Canadian Forces Recruiting Unit, Halifax. Retired from Regular Force in 1975 and began
service as a retired officer in uniform. Presently serving in Regional Operations Maritime Command
HQ, Halifax. as Deputy Director am responsible for administration and training of 13,000 Cadets and
Cadet Officers of all three services in Atlantic region. Getting used to being called "Commander"
instead of "Colonel"!!!. P.S. - Served as Squadron Second in Command to a Royal Signals Exchange
Officer - Des Barry, G3ONU/0076!!, who was then VE3CLV.* Received beginners and General
Class Ticket in 1955 and Advanced when it came into existence around 1961. Operate on following
bands - 80, 20, 15 and 10, mostly SSB. Presently involved in starting up CFB Halifax ARC
(VE1RCN). Was previously OC VE3RCS at Royal Canadian School of Signals and VE8RCS at CFB
Alert. * Raising Pure-bred North Country Sheep at our farm near Tatamagoucre, Nova Scotia. * Any
Ham with a similar background. * NIL *.
LEO. CHARLES FOWLER * VK3ZGF * NIL * 1561 * 16 Bourne Road, Glen Iris, Victoria, 3146,
Australia. * Wireless Institute of Australia, Eastern and Mountain District Radio Club, Australian
Cinemaphotography Society. * Served in Australian Imperial Force from 9th January 1942 until 16th
October 1946 with 3rd Division Signals. Served three years in New Guinea, Papua, Soloman Islands
and New Britain. * Limited amateur since 1958. VHF operations only. Operates RTTY and television
as well as FM and SSB. * Photography, History of Australian gold mines, Classical Music and
Reading. * VHF amateurs in any mode * NIL *.

Have you bought your Index Cards yet???. See advert over the page. - OWL
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ROYAL SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
MEMBERS SUPPLIES
MEMBERSHIP LIST - Showing all members call-signs. FREE for large SAE - 100 gramme Postage
rate.
AWARDS & CONTEST'S RULES - Containing details of all RSARS Awards, Trophies and
Contests etc. FREE for SAE - 100 gramme postage rate.
HEADED NOTEPAPER - Notepaper headed "ROYAL SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY"
in blue with space for call-sign, RSARS Number etc.
BASIC QSL CARDS - Standard post card size, two varieties, HORIZONTAL or VERTICAL. Both
are printed blue on white card, the printing allows for:i)
A SWL report
ii)
Acknowledgement for a SWL report
iii)
A QSL for a contact on CW, AM, SSB, FM, RTTY or SLOW-SCAN.
a. HORIZONTAL - On one side - a figure of "MERCURY" on the left, the remaining 2/3rds carrying
QSL information. Reverse side is blank.
b. VERTICAL - a figure of "MERCURY" and the wording "MEMBER STATION" and "ROYAL
SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY " on the front and the QSL information on the reverse.
PLAIN BADGES - Standard "Diamond" shaped badges in Light Blue, Dark Blue and Green enamel,
with "RSARS" lettering across the centre.
CALLSIGN LAPEL BADGES - As above but with lapel pin and containing scroll which can take
members call-sign, RSARS Number, etc. Maximum of 6 letters/figures/spaces.
RSARS TIES - A crimplene/terylene tie in Dark Blue or Green or Wine. A quality tie produced by a
leading manufacturer. Alternate angular rows of figure of Mercury and RSARS "Diamond".
RSARS LOG BOOKS - 40 Pages, 1,000 entries, with all normal columns plus an extra
unnumbered/unheaded column for recording RSARS Number, WAB Area, DOK etc., etc.
RSARS DYMO BADGES - Pin fixing, double or single row white plastic frames, allowing fixing of
Dymo Tape with 16 letters/figures/spaces per row. Tape available in 9 variety of colours. Can be
printed for XYL, YL, JUNIOR Op., etc.
WINDSCREEN STICKERS - Adhesive clear backing carries RSARS diamond in Light Blue, Dark
Blue and Green with "RSARS" across centre.
OVERPRINTED QSLS - These are either of the Basic QSLs overprinted in Red, Blue, Black or
Green. Overprint shows members RSARS number, Call-sign (or BRS Number, etc.) Name and
Address. Minimum order quantity - 500.
GREAT CIRCLE BEARING AND DISTANCE CHART - These Charts are computer produced and
are based on a members EXACT QTH. Members must supply the Latitude and Longitude of their
QTH ( in Degrees and Minutes only - NOT MAP REFERENCES). Charts are then produced showing
the Town/City name, Country, name, Latitude. Also the bearing distance from members QTH in
Nautical miles, and Kilometres. Also the bearing (with respect to True North) from the members QTH
to the distant QTH and vice-versa. There are over 1,800 locations on the Chart.
STORES DELIVERY - Delivery is by return except for overprinted QSL cards and call-sign lapel
badges, which take two to three months for completion and the Great Circle Bearing and Distance
Chart which takes about a fortnight.
ALL ORDERS TO SOCIETY STORES MANAGER
SEE "MECURY" INSIDE COVER FOR ADDRESS
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More Philosophies of G2CDN/ZS6XC Member 0287
MURPHY'S HOLIDAY
The plate cap explodes with a ball of fire
The balun shorts at the end of the wire
The electronic key starts making dashes
By itself, as the final tube flashes
The bandswitch has a faulty connection
The beam rotator fails to turn
There is a loose ground return
Everything, it seems is hopelessly wrong
Even the aerial is far too long
I think I've now found the location
Where MURPHY goes on his annual vacation!
Rex carries on from his previous set of learned remarks:69. Blessed is he who expects nothing, for he shall not be disappointed.
70. Food that tastes the best has the highest number of calories.
71. What is worth doing is worth doing for the money.
72. When the plane, bus, train you have taken is late, the one to which you wished to change left dead
on time.
73. If you think the problem is bad now, just wait until you have solved it!
74. The rake you step on is always teeth up, so that it not only injures your foot, but smacks you in the
teeth with it's handle.
75. An old car that serves you well will continue to do so, until you buy 4 new tyres for it.
76. If you have to ask, you're not entitled to know.
77. If you don't like the answer, you shouldn't have asked the question.
78. Almost any thing is easier to get into than out of.
79. Power tends to corrupt - absolute power corrupts absolutely.
80. If a lion and a calf lie down together, the calf won't get much sleep.
81. Anyone who says he won't resign (4 times), will.
82. A Smith & Wesson beats four Aces.
83. Never insult an alligator until the river has been crossed.
84. Democratically you may be respected when poor, but don't count on it.
85. No matter how many reporters share a cub, and no matter who pays, each will put it on his
expense account.
86. When you're up to your nose in it, keep you mouth shut.
87. Science is truth - don't be mislead by facts.
88. When an error has been detected and corrected, it will be found to have been corrected in the first
place.
89. (a) When in doubt, mumble. (b) When in trouble, delegate. (c) When in charge, ponder.
90. The easiest way to find something lost around the house is to buy a replacement.
MORE SILENT KEYS
Whilst every effort is made to offer a few lines when a member goes "Silent Key", sometimes
the sad news reaches HQ long after the event and, to allow members to keep their membership lists as
up to date as possible, each edition of "MERCURY" will list members who have been notified as
"Silent Key" since the previous copy.
It is with deep regret that the Society have been advised of the following "Silent Key" since
1 July 1981.
G2FWA
G3UJW
G4ESA
G4FPW
G3BID
G3JVD
G3SYT
G4HYA
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